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Farmers Urged By the
F. S. A. Supervisor To
|Prepare For It Now
fith preparedness in the ajr
lers are urged by the Farm se.
Ity Administration to prepare
for the coining crop year. This
^nimendation is addressed es.
tally to farmers who wlh need
fin Security mans for er>u;j,.
,r or goods necessary to carry
[ the farming operations, accor-j.
to Ralph T Vl'/u, FSA Sup<r>r.
"hese loans are available to I
Irators of family-sized farms
need financial help and are
^ble to obtain credit on reasonterms from other sources,’
Viola stated. "To make sure
It the money will actually
|d to improve the situation of
borrowers, and as a guarantee
In lyment, FSA leans are al|
mbined w.th help in work

Established January, 1846.

Entered as Second class Mall Metter
By The Courier-Gaiette, 465 Main st.

delighted with new temple
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THREE CENTS A COPT

THROUGH THE MAGIC DOOR

Masonic Hall Dedicated Yesterday and

Central Maine Power Company

Will Be Open To The Public Thursday

Back In Masonic' Temple With Its

Tuesday
Issue

The Black Cat

Store and Offices Greatly

--

out farm and home managp-

ht plans and other technical
pance. This program is not I
usual over-the-counter flnantransaction It is an investkit in security, and requires
|e and careful consideration of
prospective borrower's land

•/ -•'
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(By The Roving Reporter)

Mirces. his fanning ability, his

ki lal condition, marketing pc .
Ilities and family living needs,
lit is why we urge farmers who
ht our cooperation to apply for
Vow "
itere-sted farmers may call at
Farm Security Administration
e Belfast, .Monday, between the
hours of 830 a. m., and 430
Im Applications may also be
pled to the FSA cffice.
James Norton of Cape Newin Mr. Norton served in the
1st Guard service e-t Great Wass
jnd when Mrs. Muise was a
|ng girl living there.
fillard has been catching up on
reading this winter. He has
finished “Ranging the Maine
by Allied F. Loomis. He says
book is very educational as well
Excellent reading, because It deals
the things we on the Maine
I 1 are familiar with and all love,
padelyn was a recent visitor at
home of Mr. and Mrs. Staples.
I- attended the movies with them
enjoyed the visit very much,
fir and Mrs. Albert Seavey were
lent callers at this station.
Inn had a birthday recently. She
r four years old. She received
fetal cards through the mail
lich pleased her greatly.
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kll veterans of the World War,
|hln the area covered by the
Lmms-Brazier Post. A. L., are
lei; to call at the home of W.
Id Orav 75 Main St., ThomasL. to fill out their National DeLe Questionnaires. It is very
portant that this be attended
lat once.

The new Masonic Temple, dedi-i Entering the building from the
cated yesterday by the Grand Lodge street into the main corridor, the
of Maine, will be open to the public steel staircase is on the right and
Thursday, Open house will con the coat room on the left; the floor
tinue all day, and will afford those of the corridor is of terazza of hand
who so desire to view this modern some design, and at the end of the
Masonic structure.
corridor is the entrance to the ban
There will, however, doubtless be quet hall, with the kitchen at the
many who will not be able to avail far rear. The floor of the banquet
themselves of this opportunity to hall is of asphalt tile of buff motif
visit the building and see for them harmonizing with the wall decora
selves, and for their benefit the tion, and when polished is expected
following pen-picture Is presented. to prove an exceptionally good
dancing surface.
When set up with the new type
A nnouncement
dining tables, a seating banquet ca
pacity of 250 is obtained, and when
DR. NEIL A. FOGG
not in use the tables are folded and
Will Be At Rockland
stored in a room built for that pur
on
pose at the end of the banquet hall
Tuesdays, Wednesdays
and the dining chairs are also to be
stored there. From the dining room
and Thursdays
entrance to the kitchen is had by a
for Consultation and Surgery
passageway on either end of the
Office, 38 Union Street,
raised platform, which passageway
also provides two dining services.
Tel. 712 (Dr, North)
18-tf
The kitchen is entirely electrically
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DAVID G. HODGKINS,. JR.

OPTOMETRIST
Wishes to announce the opening of his offices for

EXAMINATION OF THE EYES AND EYEGLASS
TOO,CED

SERVICE

Wednesday, February 26
336 MAIN ST.

ROCKLAND, ME.

PHONE 26

(Carini Block, Opposite Strand Theatre)

b j.

r'

HOURS: 9.30 TO 12.30—1.30 TO 6.00
EVENINGS BY APPOINTMENT

P^'Ces

°utn

Jalso available

a

with

PRAMATIC DRIVE!*

I
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Goodby, clutch pedal!

TROOP NO. 431
NATIONAL
THESPIAN

And gear-shifting,too! All

SOCIETY

you do is steer, step on it.
stop! You get improved
performance and sub
stantial savings on «*»•

Rockland High School

fCLOTCR
1PRB88
Inal at Extra Coat''

e

PRESENTS
EVENING OF THREE ONE-ACT PLAYS

“THE COMMAND PERFORMANCE”

“THE HIGH HEART’
“NOT QUITE SUCH A GOOSE”

HIGH SCHOOL AUDITORIUM
FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 28

WINTER STREET
ROCKLAND, MAINE

3

CURTAIN 8.00 O’CLOCK

ADMISSION 25c

Bob Webster and I broke the first base foul rail. A fine player
Winter monotony Sunday with a was this former hotel man, drug
motor trip down the coast, travel gist and State Senator.
ing through four counties and find
ing the roads dry as a chip every
Green paint is used liberally
where. We saw only one mountain nowadays in the rural communities.
peak which carried any great A striking example was the wood
amount of snow, and the condi colored house with bright green
tions were as different from Feb doors.
—
ruary as one could imagine. Tem
The new Central Maine Power Company's headquarters, as viewed from the the street
Of
course
we
stopped to pay our
perature in the 30's and the warm
respeots
to
the
members of that
The absence of posts within the sun beating into Bob's Pontiac in
Simultaneously with the public The Magic Door
delightful
South
Brooksville
family
But the thing that captivates store proper gives a most useful floor spired a drowsy content.
opening of the Masonic block Thurs
known
as
"The
Condons
on
the
day, the Central Maine Power Com vour fancy at once is the magic door space with no obstruction of view
Hill.
”
Would
like
to
have
heard
On the outskirts of Lincolnville
pany will hold an informal open that automatically opens and closes which permits the displaying of all
evidences
of grass burning were them sing again, but the “minister
appliances
to
advantage.
The
north
house, extending a welcome to all as you go in and out of the build
was coming to dinner,” and our visit
to come in and look over their beau ing. Many people have heard of the wall is devoted entirely to the dis seen and as our journey progressed
contented
itself with passing the
we
saw
where
many
other
property
tiful new division headquarters “electric eye,” and this is but an play of modern lighting equipment
time of day.
owners
had
taken
advantage
of
the
offices and store, which for unique other application of the many for the home, starting with a light
— O—•
ness of layout is considered to be 1 magical things that it will do. A ing visualizer which shows most bare ground and comparatively
Visiting
"Caterpillar
Hill," in the
the most complete for any city the ! beam of light causes relays to per- every conceivable type of adaptor small hazard.
town of Sedgwick, we found good
size of Rockland, in New England. 1 form this task of opening and clos for converting old fixtures to the
Where does the bay end, and visibility for the first time, and it
new “better sight” type. Then
The Central Maine Power Com ing the door.
V
where does Penobscot River begin? confirmed my previously formed
A
pany occupies a good part of the
Maine products are used exten comes a beautiful display of all types
<0
opinion that it affords the finest
street floor and basement of this sively throughout; the store and of postable table, floor and pin-up The Government charts say at view in the State of Maine. A
Fort Point, but probably you knew
block.
office walls are done in a wainscoat lamps.
veritable land of enchantment. Jay
that
before.
The south wall attractively sets
Let s take a hurried trip througn of brown tempered board, while the
Condon’s store was closed for the
it on paper. No one can pass the upper part is of plaster finished in forth the new 1941 refrigerators,
The Christmas season is long Winter, otherwise we would cer
ifci
beautiful front with windows that buff trim. A scalloped border trims while the center floor space displays
tainly have stopped for a chat with
extend the full width of the block, the walls close to the ceiling which ranges, washers and ironers. Im past but the front doors of many the genial proprietor.
houses still
carry
Christmas
modernistic
the maroon-trimmed vitrolite sign is done in brown. Ceilings are of maculate all-white
wreaths,
and at Ellsworth the elec
and the all-electric kitchen that celotex; floors are of inlaid lino cases, made right in Rockland, fea
I did not see a solitary pedes
tric lights which ornamented the
forms a background for the north leum; all partitions are of fireproof ture the small appliances.
trian walking on the wrong side ol
Main street during the Yuletide
(Continued on Page Six)
ern section of the window.
the road. It is only in the cities
cinderblock.
season are still in place. But the
and large towns where the com
Christmas spirit is well to keep in
mon-sense
rule of walking on the
ed on a receiver of several cubic Was Huge Success
mind—long after the childish toys
The Magic Door
1 left side of the highway is disre
feet capacity. The size of the com
—and the Christmas cigars—have
equipped, and with every modem
pressor depends on the number of
disappeared, and the Christmas garded—and where tragedies pre
electric appliance—ranges, bakers,
dominate.
Interests and Mystifies
Community Food Fair
doors to be operated. The average
neckties have been exchanged.
hot water tank, dish washing ma
for
a
single
door
operation
is
one
Customers of the Central
Made Money and Won
—o —
March is the official kite flyirq
three-fourths horsepower compres
chine, coffee percolator—together
The
car
radio
helps pass the time month, but I saw one kid triumph
Maine Power Company
Popular Favors
sor. Air at a constant pressure of
with all the smaller appliances, is
pleasantly. We listened with ap
One of the features of Central 50 pounds per square inch is re
Community Food Fair for 1941 preciation to “Cloister Bells,” and antly manipulating one in th<
easily the best and most modern
faint breeze. When you fly kites
kitchen in any Masonic building in Maine Power Company’s new Rock quired to operate the average door. will go down in history as one of were passing the WABI plant in boys, be sure you have the hang
the State, if not in all New Eng land store that interests a good At a busy entrance the air con the most thoroughly successful Bangor just as the broadcaster ings at the right angle.
sumption is about one cubic foot a events of its nature ever held in sneezed.
land.
many people is the "magic door,”
—o~
Such is the street floor arrange another application of the "elec minute.
We saw much open water, bu'
The "magic door” was developed
Every well regulated farm car the cove at Surry was one excepment.
tric eye" that automatically opens
by an engineer of the Stanley
ries in its door-yard a large pile i tion and 50 or more smelt houses
Ascending the broad stairway, the door as one approaches.
of freshly manufactured fire-wood, dotted the frozen surface. Smell
entrance is had to the main lobby,
Although not exactly new, having Works in 1930, and although it was
tested
to
the
point
that
its
reliabilpresumably enough to last until fishing is a business at Surry, anc
and on this floor at the left is the been introduced in 1930. this type
another
chopping season—showing the .smelt houses have more colon
j
ity
of
operation
was
unquestionreception room, 20x20 feet, equipped of portal is still a novelty to mil
how
the
men folks have been em than a college boy’s suit.
;
able,
difficulty
was
met
in
finding
for the comfort and convenience ol lions of persons, and even in the
ploying
some
of their spare mom
customers
for
it.
Most
of
those
visitors and which will unquestion larger centers of population, the
who
were
approached
were
interest

ents
during
the
long Winter. It
The .Penobscot River is open be
ably be widely used.
uncanniness of its operation con
ed
in
purely
spectacular
features
of
wasn
’
t
quite
so
clear
to us what low Hampden, yet we are prone tc
Next on the right in the lobby is tinues to intrigue the imagination
they do for fuel in the remote dis consider it a colder Winter than
situated th^ general coat room with and excite curiosity. Probably few the innovation, but were skeptical
tricts
where there is no wood-pile. common.
regarding
its
practical
benefits.
a capacity of 500 or 600 coats, pro people know that compressed air
After several months of ineffec
—O-—
viding ample space for all, and as is the invisible hand that opens
As we passed in leisurely fashion
tual efforts with various prospects,
A fine road carries us from Ells
the entire middle of the room is un the door.
through the picturesque town of worth to Bangor, but for goodness
obstructed, easy access to the racus
The "magic door” is a product of the Frank Wilcox Company was in
Castine,
Bob viewed again the sakes, where did all those enormous
is had without being crowded in anv the Stanley Works of New Britain, duced to install four of the doors
scenes
of
his alma mater days at boulders come from? One of them
1
way.
Conn. Its functioning is depend between the dining room and
Castine
Normal
School, the build large as a house.
Next to the right in the lobby is ent upon the interception of a kitchen of its Pier Restaurant at
ings
comprising
which
have scarce
the corridor leading to the lodge beam of light which is projected West Haven, Conn.
ly
changed
a
hair
since their
One year ago: The Masonic block
The Stanley Works believed that
rooms, and along this corridor are between a pair of posts or columns
erection.
As
we
passed
the
Acadian
was
destroyed by fire of undeter
two preparation rooms and the set up a lew feet in front of the the novelty of the doors would at
Hotel
and
the
Village
Drugstore,
mined
origin, causing losses esti
telephone extension set; then at the door. One post contains the light tract so much attention that they
of
which
the
late
W.
A.
Walker
mated
at
$112,000—Robert V. Stev
end of the corridor is the tyler’s source and the other a photo-elec would receive widespread free ad
was
proprietor,
I
saw
again
in
my
enson,
68,
died at his home or
room, from which entrance is had tric cell or “electric eye" on which vertising that would quickly lead to
mind
’
s
eye
the
old
Broadway
base

North Main street —Fire gutted the
General Manager Donald L. Kel
additional sales, and this proved
into both the small and the main the beam of light is directed.
sey who worked early and Late to ball ground in Rockland, and saw store of the Brackett Drug Com
to
be
a
correct
surmise.
The
first
When a person or object passes
lodge rooms and also to the ladies’
Will Walker make that marvelous pany in Thomaston.—William W
make the Fair a success.
rooms and the various equipment between the posts and blocks the installation was seen and com
one-hand catch leaning over the Light, 71, died in Washington.
rooms of the several Masonic bodies. beam, there is actuated a photo mented on by thousands of per
The smaller lodge room is fully electric relay w’hich, in turn, causes sons, and soon began producing in this city. Fair weather through
out, ideal travelling conditions, ca congratulations on the smooth
H. C. Baxter, case of canne*
equipped for small assemblies, with compressed air to be released quiries.
Up
to
the
present
time,
more
1
pacity
crowds
at
practically
all
ses

manner in which the big show goods; Moore’s Paint, Perry’s, $1
a permanent seating capacity of 40 through a valve that is controlled
than
300
installations
have
been
sions
and
excellent
program
fea

was
run. On his part Chairman worth of paint, Elmo Beal; cookei
by
a
solenoid
in
the
pneumatic
op

the seats being orchestra style and
made,
extending
to
virtually
all
tures
conspired
to
bring
a
pleasing
Kelsey
promptly gives credit to his food booth quilt Arnold Nelson
erator,
located
directly
below
the
securely fastened into the concrete
parts
of
the
country
and
even
be

net
profit,
estimated
at
$1800.
The
general
comm "tee and to the many Girl Scout coffee maker, Mrs. Wil
door
in
the
basement.
floor; this room being on the Main
yond
its borders.
entire
proceeds
will
go
to
the
groups
working with him as well bur Cross; chicken, Harriet Beaton
The
air
enters
a
cylinder
and
street side of the building is ex
maintenance
and
operation
of
as
to
the
marked support of Rock beano, $5 prize, Mrs. Rodney Bra
moves
a
piston
to
which
is
at

ceptionally well lighted by the front
Community Building.
There
will
be
no
Red
Cross
first
land
merchants
and the public.
zier; W. H. Glover Co., paint, Lor
tached
a
metallic
arm
that
opens
windows in the daytime and by
General
Chairman
Donald
L.
A
detailed
report
of
the
week's
aid
class
at
the
Community
Build

raine Rich; foot stool, Rose Gold
the
door;
The
arm
is
attached
to
ample semi-direct lighting service
Kelsey,
making
his
debut
as
food
activities
will
be
presented
in
ing
this
week
on
account
of
reno

berg; tobacco box, John Llnnell
in the evening, and like the recep a shaft, which, in turn, is securely
fair
chief,
scored
a
personal
suc

these
columns
at
the
earliest
pos

vation
necessary
in
the
room.
The
shelf,
Edith Grey; table, Mrs. Harr;
tion room will doubtless be largely fastened to the bottom of the door.
cess
and
has
been
deluged
with
sible
moment,
and
in
the
meantime
NYA
project
will
open
March
3.
Payson,
Owl’s Head; urn, Benja
At the limit of the operating
used both day and evening.
Treasurer
Lendon
C.
Jackson
re

min
Shapiro;
window box, L. S. Da
The main lodge room is, of course, stroke, a cam closes the air valve
quests
that
all
bills
against
the
Fair
i
vis
and
Harold
Coombs chimes, woi
the center of attraction, practically and the door is then pulled shut
be
forwarded
promptly
to
him
at
by
Kenneth
Spear.
the same size as the one in the by springs that are housed in the
Knox County Trust Company for
CARD OF APPRECIATION
original temple, but with more floor operator.
approval and payment.
The compressor, which is also in
space, having two rows of seats in
YOUR FAVORITE POEM
An amazing freedom from criti
I am deeply grateful to all those who partici
WHEN!
stead of three as formerly, the the basement, is a small, self-con
cism or complaint showed the high
tained electric-driven unit mount
(Continued on Page Three)
When
I
have
writ
my name atop the
pated so splendidly in making Community Food Fair
general favor in which the Fair
ledger—
When writing folk recount my rise
the great success it was. It is impossible to thank
was held. Saturday saw peak
to famecrowds. The grand prize of $50 When those who beat a pathway to my
all loyal individuals, but I do wish to thank the sev
doorstep
was handed to Mrs. Maurice Ginn
May pause there, reverently, to
eral groups which aided: Girl Scouts, N. Y. A. Girls,
x
NOTICE!
my name:
amid great applause. Other prize When breathe
I rate space I couldn't buy last
N. Y. A. Boys, Sea Scouts, Boy Scouts, the “Miss
Tuesday—
winners included: C. M. P. Co.
When bill-collectors' harass me no
Rockland’’ Contest Girls, to all the merchants who
The Town of Thonjaston books will close on
lamp, Mrs. Elva Johnson; A. C.
more
I have well become a three-day
donated gifts for the winners, Legion Auxiliary and
McLoon & Co., oil or gas, Priscilla When wonder
March 1. All unpaid taxes will appear in the town
Nodding, Faustena Carney, Inez And all find good In me ne'er seen
Community Building Staff. To the supporting pub
before;
Newhall, Merle Blacklngton; Bur When I need not arise on frosty
lic goes my sincere “Thank You.’’
report as delinquent.
mornings—
pee Furniture Co., table, Mrs. The
When the alarm would’st rout me
DONALD
L.
KELSEY,
from
my bed—
resa Shuman, Waldoboro; H. H
GEORGE E. GILLCHREST,
When only flattering things of me are
Crie, Co., chest, Mrs. Jennie Peyler
spoken
Gen. Chairman, Community Food Fair.
Will I be happy? Perhaps , . . but
Tax Collector.
and all who drew pictures, to call
I'll be dead!
23-25

at the store.

—From the w« cry
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degrees. A kind friend supplied
the tables with hatchet cookie*
decorated' with a cherry in honor
of Washington's birthday.
• • • •
Knox Pcmona Meeting
South Hope Orange will be host
to Knox Pomona next Saturday
at which time this program will be
presented:
Opening song; Greeting: Arthur
j. Clark; response, Laura Daniel*,
Union; address, Dr. George h
Seven Tree Grange of Union Coombs, Waldoboro; roll call.
held an all-day meeting Saturday ‘ What is the farthest point away
with four Granges invited. Mr. from here where you have been?
Babb of Augusta was the speaker Tell something about it;" vocal
and shewed beautiful and inter solo: Angie Merrill, South Hope;
“The Old Maid’s Lament:” Ber.
esting pictures. Six members were
tha
Bryant. Union; topic: "The
, present frem, Sagadahoc Orange
and they spoke highly of the de-I Seven sletPer\_ArthT^i^ C’ark:
, gree-working team. Two candi- | leadings Ida Goss, Union; ques-

Our Grange Corner

WERE INDUCTED YESTERDAY

THREE-TIMES-A-WEEK

Honorary Editor. WM. O. FULLER
AH the paths of the Lord are
Editor-in-Chief, FRANK A. WINSLOW
mercy and truth unto such as keep
Subscriptions >3.00 per year payable in advance; single copies three
OF
His covenant and His testimonies.
cents.
LOCAL BANDS
Advertising rates based upon circulation and very reasonable.
—Psalm 25: 10.
The Rockland Gazette was established in 1846. In 1874 the Courier
By
was established and consolidated with the Gazette in 1882. The Free Press
I REE MEMBER
Book Review
was established in 1865 and in 1891 changed its name to the Tribune. These
papers
consolidated March 17, 1897.
Among the names mentioned in
(By K. S. F.)
other sketches is that of Oliver
The Story of Minot's Light, au Dunbar. He was something of a
[EDITORIAL]
thor Edward Rowe Snow. Pub
wit,
and:
here
are
a
couple
of
lished by The Yankee Publishing
samples.
A PASTOR GOES TO CAMP
Company, Boston.
He used to peddle smelts in
Lighthouses are of especial interParishioners of the Congregational Church and a multi
est to people who live cn the coast Rockland and other towns. Rocktude
of other friends throughout the city bade a regretful
The Guardians of our Coast have pOrt was one. I am sure that
adieu yesterday to Rev. Corwin H Olds, who goes to Camp
been brought nearer to the readers anyone reading this will recall
of this newspaper because of the that there are several houses 1cBlanding, Florida, for a year of training duty as chaplain of
deep interest shown by the editor
"7^ cn
the 152d Field Artillery, Maine National Guard. Mr. Olds will
blufT Just at
<Continued on Page Eight)
dates received the third and fourth
Of The Courier-Gazette in the
be
with the regiment at Bangor for two weeks before start
the Rockland end of the Rockport
keepers of lights and the savers cf
ing South, and next Sunday will visit the local church,
persons who go down to the sea in bridge. Oliver climbed up there
though not in the capacity of speaker. His six years’ stay in
ships. Another interest that holds on cne of his trips and received
Rockland
have been fruitful of results from the standpoint
a genuine salty flavor, is the name rather harsh verbal treatment
of his religious connections, the church having been greatly
of the author of this extremely from the male individual whom he
thrilling and intelligent story. For asked to buy a few smelts. Oliver
improved materially, and benefiting from the pastor’s spiritual
langer than the oldest person now didn’t like it and. while he kept
Three Knox County volunteers who left yesterday morning for the
labors. He goes to military training with the best wishes of
living on this coast can remember, silent, he inwardly vowed to get
selective service induction center in Portland and a year's service in the
everybody.
the name of Snow has been one even sometime, somehow.
Army. These three boys volunteered some time ago, but asked that they
to reckon with to admire for gal
be allowed to enter the army together, so were held for this draft that
He
left
home
with
a
load
of
MASONRY
’
S
NEW
CHAPTER
lantry of character, and for |
called for just three men. Left to right: Oscar Simpson, Criehaven; Har
prowess in all things relating to the selts one morning at an unusually
One year ago yesterday the Masonic Temple building.at
old Mitchell, Rockland; Russell Simpson, Criehaven.
early
hour
and
arrived
at
the
sea—firom building world famous
—Photo by Cullen.
The
Brook
was
destroyed
by
fire.
On
the
site
of
the
ruined
Rockport
bridge
before
anyone
was
ships to masters of all kinds of
structure has risen another Masonic Temple of which the city
crafts afloat.
—
out of bed. About 3 o’clock, with
may justly feel proud. On the first anniversary of the fire it was
The rocky promontory cf Mount
The name of Snow is synony- plenty of malice aforethought he
mous with Rockland, and the au climbed the cliff once more and
Athos, Greece, is occupied by 20
dedicated by officers of the Orand Lodge who voiced their praise
“
For
God
and
Country
thor, whose mother and grand pounded loudly on the door of
monasteries of the Greek Orthodox
of the new home in the very highest terms. And tonight will
mother were born in Rockland, has
church. Women are not allowed
begin
the
deferred
installations
with
everybody
belonging
to
America’s Finer Tea
many relatives and friends who the house where lived the man
to
enter the territory.
the
several
organizations
happy
to
be
“
back
home,
”
and
every

who
had
said
naughty
things
to
take deep pride in his marked
body duly grateful to the facilities which have meantime been
ability as a writer of affairs per him. As soon as he heard some
offered by the Odd Fellows of Rockland and the Masonic fra
taining to the sea. And other lines one coming to the door he scut
ternities in South Thomaston and Thomaston. May the new
of thought. Mr. Snow ''has to his tled around to the side door and
Temple
bring good fortune and continued prosperity to all the
credit, already the following books: banged loudly on it. He then ran
Castle Island, The Islands of Bos back to the front door and re
tenants, Including the Central Maine Power Company.
ton Harbor, Historical facts about peated his efforts on that door.
Winthrop, and Historic Fort War
THE LOYAL COLONISTS
Chuckling he waited until the
ren.
The tale begins long before the man came back from the side door
It may be that Adolf Hitler will make good his threat to
powerful white men started on their and opened the front door. The
“wipe England off the map,” but the great Empire across the
conquest of America, and closes man may not have been exactly
water, with its back to the wall, is daily finding evidence of
with the present day.
frothing at the mouth by now
WINSLOW-HOLBROOK
sympathy and support. The Colonies have not failed, as we
We who have watched for Minot’s but he must have been in pretty
POST, NO. 1
have seen by the gallant conduct of the so-called “Aussies”—
Light as we sailed in or out of Bos good trim to say some more
those dashing soldiers who came from far away Australia
Limerock St.,
Rockland
ton Harbor, in the good old steamer words.
to put the Italians to rout. Yesterday’s despatches told of
days fell under the spell of this
“Who are you and what in tar
grand sentinel built of stone. His
“travel-stained Senegalese troops” who rushed at least 1500
The Legion meetings are getting
nation
do you want?’’, he bellowed
tory is sometimes heavy—no para
miles by truck to join the British column pushing into
bigger
and better and this is very
graph in this book is anything but as soon as he opened the door.
Eritrea. And does anybody need to say anything about the
gratifying to the Post and Com
thrilling.
“What in tunket do you mean
gallant Canadians who have gone across the sea, as they did
mander Seabury.
The illustrations frem photo by routing a man out of 'bed at
in
the
World
War,
that
they
might
do
their
part
for
the
graphs, paintings and sketches are this unholy hour and banging on
The Legion and our Comrades
mother country.
replete with beauty, grandeur and every door in the house? What
of the V.F.W. are proving to the
wonder. The author has left no do you think I am. a walking
public that all ex-service men are
work and effort undone to pack
HOLIDAYS ENOUGH
100 percent behind the defense
match?
Speak
up.
Do
you
want
into his story all the infinite detail
(Boston Herald)
me
to
catch
my
death
standing
program
of America. Without these
of history affecting this grand
real
American
organizations in
monument of the sea, giving the here in my night shirt?’’
Business in Boston carries a heavier holiday burden than
every
city
and:
town
in the country
“My dear sir,” spake Oliver,
detail of the wreck in 1851 and the
any other city of comparable size in the United States. The
building of the new light. The “why do the heathen rave? I
Uncle Sam’s defense problem would
facts as to the observance of legal holidays by the leading
queer, unearthly happening in toiled mightily climbing this cliff
stores in fourteen cities, ranging in size from Newark to New
be much harder. The co-cperaYork and reaching to the far coast, clearly prove the folly of
storms and fogs and winds hold in order to impart to you impor
tion of all citizens and business
adding to the number.
the reader enthralled to the end. tant news and you receive me in
men
with these organizations, in
Only five holidays are observed in all these cities by
This book is a valuable addition to
anger.
I
fear
you
are
not
of
a
sures
the safety of their Freedom
shutting
the
doors
to
trade
—
New
Year
’
s,
Memorial
Day,
Inde

the history of on? oceanic struc
kind
and
appreciative
nature.
I
pendence
Day,
Thanksgiving
and
Christmas.
Boston
closes
and)
Democracy.
tures. And Mr Snow is a master
down also on Washington's birthday and Labor Day. It gives
artist with his pen pictures of out will, however, carry out my kindly
Don't forget the supper and en
a half-day each to Columbus Day and Armistice Day, mak
finest lighthouse. The book is conceived intentions and impart
tertainment Thursday.
Special
ing eight full days for us in all. Of the other thirteen cities,
beautifully bound, excellent stock to you the valuable information
feature will be a picture show by
three close on seven holidays a year, one on six and a half
used for this accomplishment.
that you have a most excellent lo
days, seven on six days, one on five days and a half, Phila
Comrade Morton.
FEB. 24 - MARCH 1
cation here for a cellar drain!"
delphia stops business on only five of these annual holidays.
YOUNG TUKEY LOCATED
Do
You
Know?
FRANCO-AMERICAN
Washington’s birthday is a legal holiday in all these cities,
Oliver said the man was so :r.nd
but Boston alone stops business a full day for it. The capital
'Robert K. Tukey of Damariscot that he cculdn’t speak wmle he
That it took 293 city employes,
NATION-WIDE
shuts down for a half a day. Only Boston observes, even to
ta received word from Tuscon, Ariz. (Oliver) made haste to reach his
augmented by 300 welfare workers,
RED
the
extent
of
a
half
day,
the
commemoration
of
Columbus
’
last night that his 19 year-old son, smelt wagon. As he was driving
six hours to clean the streets of
COFFEE BAG
LB
landing and of the World War armistice. Bunker Hill Day is
Hale, missing a month from a Bos across the bridge, however, he said
Boston after the 1940 parade of
now a Suffolk County holiday, sufficiently observed, although
ton dramatics school, was in a hos the storm burst and that man
business goes on. So with the anniversary of the British
the American Legion. This force
CANS
STOKELY’S—Sliced or Halve*
evacuation in March. There are no sufficient arguments for
pital at Tuscon, apparently suffer certainly made up for lost time
used 54 motor trucks, two mechani
NO
setting
these
days
aside
by
state
legislation
for
enforced
vaca

ing from amnesia. The boy neither and hurled tons of word bombs
cally operated street flushers, six
CAN
PEACHES
tions from business, in view of such facts as are here cited.
knew his name nor could say how after him.
mechanical sweepers, and two
he had reached Arizona, the
horse-drawn sweeping machines.
Oliver always attended the re kiln. Mr. Sherer dud. a good busi
STOKELY’S—Sweet o/ Untweet
sheriff of Tuscon advised the elder ligious meetings conducted by Rev.
With
The
Bowlers
They removed 430 truck loads of
ness
there.
He
was
reputed
to
NO 8
Tukey, adding that the son had A. D. Farnham in the Senrn r Hill
«
baskets and boxes used as seats by
GRAPEFRUIT
JUICE
CANS
Rockland
bowlers
stood
a
poor
have
an
abundance
of
this
world
’
s
been identified by papers in his schoolhouse. West Meadows. One
the* spectators; 165 loads of debris
(FOR A HOT CEREAL)
pockets. Hale became ill and was evening, during the services Elder goods but he was not above wear second in their match with the weighing at least 200 tens. It was
Camden
quintet
at
the
Star
Alleys
STOKELY’S—Whole Section*
hospitalized while working at or Farnham said, “We will now take ing his “work clothes” when busi
the biggest street-cleaning job in
Saturday
night.
Boynton
was
tops
NO 2
near Tuscon, the father said he the offering. Will someone select ness called him into the city and
the history of Boston.
GRAPEFRUIT
CANS
with
a
high
string
of
120
and
a
PKG
understood.
a hymn for all to sing as we pass one would never guess that he total of 528. The score:
That John C. Winant, new
the plate?”
United
States Ambassador to Eng
was a successful business man.
Camden—Monroe 487. Gross 460.
STOKELY’S—Whole
Quick
as
a
flash
Oliver
Dunbar
land.
is
a World War veteran and
ST. GEORGE
John was in the store of Joseph Freeman 453, Calderwood 503, Boyn
NO
APRICOTS
CAN
an active member of the American
Harold Solberg has employment said. Sing, ‘Must I Empty Handed Abbott & Son early one morning ton 528; total 2431.
Go. The smiles which this caused when a traveling salesman came
in Rockport.
Rockland—Roes 442, McKinney Legion.
DIAMOND
Mr. and Mrs. William Riley and were almost audible and even the in and asked if he could get a 447, Mo6her 471, Hobbs 495, Carr 464;
Do you know what the 21-gun
SPLENDID
daughter were recent visitors at the Reverend was seen to cover his one hundred dollar bill changed. total 2319.
salute means? It means. United
TALL
MINCEMEAT
CAN
home of James Riley who has been mouth with his hand. I may add, He wanted to leave town before
States of America. One gun for
however, that the collection was a the banks opened and said he had
very ill.
each letter.
Mr. and Mrs. Alton Brown called generous one in spite of the hymn tried several places but no one UNION
That the 77th Congress came in
Mrs. Susie Wallace of Beverly,
selected. Iree was there and can could change it so early in the
on Lillian Brown recently.
to
existence with 23 World War
Mas.,
called
Sunday
on
friends
here
Mr. and Mrs Ardie Thomas are vouch for the truth of this inci day. Joe couldn't change it, as
'Shine
veterans
serving in the United
Mr. and Mrs. Bert Collamore of
In Lisbon Falls this week to visit dent.
he, like other business men,
f !.l ) SERVE WITH SOUK.
Bert Farnham kwas playing the banked at night and had only a Rockland visited Sunday with W. States Senate, and 146 serving in
their daughter. Mrs. Adrian Kinney.
the
House,
with
one.
Kenneth
F.
J.
Bryant.
Nathan Fuller returned home organ and he shook with laughter small amount in the till to start
JAMS. JELLIES,
Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Smith of Simpson. New York, having died
so violent that I thought he was the day's business.
Saturday from Knox Hospital.
PEAHUT BUTTER MR
since the session began. The Le
Sally Robinson who has been hav using, the “tremolo" stop cn the
CHEESE.... u p,
The salesman made quite a bit Rockland were guests Saturday of gionnaires serving, from Maine are
ing a week's vacation, has returned organ.
of talk about small town business, friends here.
The W.C.T.U. met Thursday with Ralph O. Brewster in the Senate
to school at Lisbon Falls.
John Sherer, another man men etc., until Mr. Abbott noticed John
Geneva Hall and Etta Hall are tioned in one of rrty sketches, and said “Perhaps this gentleman the president, Mary Ware, and ad and James C. Oliver in the House.
March 16, 1941 is the 22d an
«
THREE CROW—BAKING
O j LB I
confined to bed with the flu.
burned lime in a kiln right at can help ycu out of your financial mitted a new member.
The Junior Girl Scouts met niversary of the American Legion.
jC PKGS | C
Wilford Robinson was in Bangor the foot of “Kiln Hill”. Many of difficulty.” John had on a pair of
j
SODA
S PKGS;|3
Watch
for
the
date
when
WinslowThursday
at
the
home
of
Anne
Mes

on a business trip the past week.
the readers will remember this old overalls and jumper ard there was
ser. Evelyn Danforth gave an in Holbrook Post celebrates this event.
quite a coat of lime dust in evi
NATION-WIDE—Pure
structive talk on her hobby of tint A super-entertainment is being
dence and the salesman gave John
ing. Ruth McKinley and Norma planned.
one look and snorted, “Mr. Abbott,"
VANILLA or LEMON
25c
Quix question for the week: Are
Hawes made delicious fudge for the
he said, “this is no tine for jok
enjoyment of the group. The next my 1940 Legion dues paid?
ing. I'm surprised at you" “I am meeting will be March 27.
The Legion appreciates and
SEIDNER’S—The Best by Every Test
not joking," replied' Jce. Then he
A HORMEL PRODUCT
New books for distribution at thanks The Courier-Gazette for
8 OZ
called to John, "Say. John, can
, MAYONNAISE
Vose Library are: New England In its co-operation in printing the
JAR
you bust a >100 bill for this man?” dian Summer, by Van Wyck; Europe
"Don’t know,” said John, “I’ll look in the Spring. Clare Boothe; Ran Legion News, and extends a cor
CAN
BUCKEYE
dial invitation to its staff to at
and see."
dom Harvest, James Hilton; For tend cur suppers and entertain
John pulled out an old wallet Whom the Bell Tolls, Ernest Hem
ROLLED OATS
ments.
BAG
and removed a large sheaf of bills ingway; Out of the Night, Jan
Like many others—you will find
while the salesmans eyes bulged Valtin.
SCHUMACHER’S—XXX
« V A VffffafT A a
I Read The Courier-Gazette
in surprise. “Lets take a lock at
the abundance of steady, even
■Mb
5 LB
your >100 bill,” said John. “I don’t
FLOUR and BRAN
heat D&H Anthracite supplies
BAG
—
aim to change any phoney bills.”
■ma.iii
—
goes a long way in solving your
After he was satisfied that the
QUICK or SLOW
THREE CROW—DRY
Need extra cash to pay old bill*y
bill was good he counted out ten
heating problem.
1°°
meet a financial emergency or buy *
PACKAGE
and 29 dollar bills to the time of
things? You can get a loan of >15
Anthracite!
to
>150,
or
more
at
AuMMof
"
>100 and put the >100 bill in his
you can afford to make small
by no means depleted wallet.
monthly payments.
Write m
"Well, I’ll be—" gasped the sales
SML
or telephone us today. There’s
LGE
ft**
1
DUZ
no obligation.
CALL 487
PKG
pkg
man, “Who would imagine it?
“Thanks, Mister.”
Room 310, Kresge Bldg. 241
Water St. Tel. 1155, AuM. B. & C. 0. PERRY
Which goes to prove that "you
gusta. Me. Small Loan statu
NATION-WIDE SERVICE GROCERS
License No. 1. Charges 3%
never can tell.”
unpaiid

■ Tea at its Best

SALADi
TEA-BAGS

SPAGHETTI

MALTEX

23c

2

MATCHES

6 -- 2I<

KRI$PV«ACtt«

16

CREAM CORN
STARCH
1

SPAM
25c

Try

CREAM .(WHEAT

D&H

mOstard

fat*

y< -
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peb. 26 Warren— Dei
cm at Town House
peb. 36— Ash Wednrt,
,lpeb. 27—Public Inapt
sonic
Temple* and (
power Company's stor,
peb. 27 — (Basketball
Rockland at Camden
peb. 28—Thesplan S,
three one-act plays at
School.
peb .28 — North Hav
show at Orange hall
March 1—Knox Ponv
South Hope Orange
March 3—North Have,
infe»rch 7—Second sho1
County On Parade,' at
munlty Kullding

The Wea
The remarkable
blessed the Communi
began another week
yesterday and came
tinued praise. Tern
morning 15 above,
mosphere. delicious;
ing date for filing in
turns almost three
perhaps you didn't kn
is “Natioub.1 Sew and :
The Industrial Accic
sion will hold a lh“*i.
in the Municipal Cc
10.30 a. m.
Alarie Pearson, wii
visiting at his honi|
street, has gone to
center in Portland, to
Infantry Regiment
training.
A Winter social of t
tlst Church will be
Church parlors on ’ll
ning. The Browne C!
Donald Class have ph
tertainment, part of
motion pictures in
the work of the Mail
Mission.

Three students fre
and vicinity attendim
lege, are on the De
honor students for th«(
ter of 1940-41. They
A. Richardson, ’42, sot
Mrs. John M. Richards
ite street; James Ea.
Mr. and Mrs. James
Maple street; Ruth
’42, daughter of Mi
Harold A. Thomas, 47
The second meetind
Scout Leaders Servid
held Friday night, at
Charles Havener, wll
Furtwengler, district
present. These meet ill
a month, are for sco
sistants and other inte
ers in this section, to
ters of interest, and a
aid to an individual L
were made for the at
oree to be held in N
freshments were serv
town leaders present
Clark French of Wari
C. Vaughn Overman
The New Engand1
of Music announces th
certs in a new serie
be given in Jordan ha
evenings, Feb. 28 anc
and Wednesday evemi
at 8.15 p. m. All of
are open to the pu
available on applies
Conservatoiy,
290
avenue, Boston. Th;
provide opportunity
usual and rarely pc
sic, both classical and
American and form
The first concert. Fcl
elude Mozart Quart'
forte and Wind Instri
flat major; Debussy
Harp, Flute and Vic
Sextet for Strings in
played' by the Boston
tet, assisted by Qu|
viola, and' Judd Cockt
Local music lovers h|
he in Boston on the af(l
dates will doubtless
selves of this opportu

Visit Lucien K, Gr<
second floor, 16 Schoo
Fellows Block, City, fC
Coats and Cloth Coats,
prices.

For flying instructio
Treat, 68 Grace St,
adv.

INDIGES

may affect the H

. Oa« trapped to the atoaarh or fi.
Salr-trl((<r or the heart At th.
•mart Ben and women depend on
**t la* free. No laiatlre but mi
l;Hn« mertlrlnm known tor arid >
klBtfr POKE doean'l pr»»» Hr"bottle to us and reeelre IMH’HI.

BURPE
FUNERALH
Ambulance S<
TELEPHON 1
>90 or 781-1 or
Uff-118 LIMEROCK
ROCKLAND,

Every-Other-Day
'M’S. A kind friend supplied
tables with hatchet cookie*
jrated with a cherry in honor
Wa llington’s birthday.
• • • •
>x I’cmiina Meeting
iuth Hope Orange will be host
Kncx Pomona next Saturday
cinch time this program will be
anted:
jening song; Greeting: Arthur
daik; response, Laura Daniels,
cn; address, Dr. George h,
(inbs, Waldoboro; roll call;
hat is the farthest point away
n here where you have been?
omething about it;” vocal
Angie Merrill, South Hope;
rhe Old Maid’s Lament:” BerBryant. Union; topic: “The
cn Sleepers,” Arthur J. Clark;
liras: Ida Goss, Union; ques-

I

, £Very-Other-Day
TALK OF THE TOWN

ner

Feb 26 Warren—Democratic Cau
at Town House.
Feb. 26—Ash Wednesday; Lent be* Feb. 27—Public Inspection of Ma
sonic Temple- and Central Maine
Power Company’s store.
Feb 27 — (Basketball,—Camden vs.
Dockland at Camden.
Feb 28—Thespian Society presents
three one-act plays at Rockland High
School.
Feb 28 — North Haven — Minstrel
show at Orange hall.
March 1—Knox Pomona meets with
South Hope Orange

March 3—North Haven—Town meet
ingMarch 7—Second showing of "Knox
County O»» Parade,"" at Rockland Com
munity Rulldlng.

The Weather

The Industrial Accident Commis
sion will hold a (hearing March 7
in the Municipal Court room, at

10 30 a. m.

Tea

Alaric Pearson, wno has been
visiting at his home on Oliver
street, has gone to the induction
center in Portland, to join the 103d
Infantry Regiment and go into
training.

World War veterans to the num
ber of 70 celebrated Washington's
Birthday by visiting the draft
headquarters at The Brook and
signing the National Defense ques
tionnaire, sponsored by the Ameri
can Legion. The total was some
what disappointing as there are
close to 403 eligible in the jurisdic
tion covered by the local draft
board.
The entire week is reserved for
this purpose, however, and many
will avail themselves of the privi
lege before another Saturday night
rolls along. Any World War vet
eran is eligible to enroll, whether
a member of any American Legion
Post, or not, but Commander Gil
man Seabury is anxious that a good
example should be set by Legion
naires.
Filling in this form and provid
ing the information as to the in
dividual veteran’s availability and
qualifications for voluntary service
in no way increases his obligation
beyond that of any ciflzen of the
United States. Attention is called
to Art. II. Sec. 1 of The American
Legion National Constitution which
provides, “The American Legion is
a civilian organization; member
ship therein does not affect nor in
crease liability for military or
police service.”
The emergency
duty which may be requested as an

David G. Hodgkins, Jr., optome
Three students from Rockland
and vicinity attending Colby Col trist will epen offices in this city
lege. are on the Dean’s List of tomorrow, occupying the quarhonor students for the ^rst semes
ter of 1940-41. They are: Gordon
A Richardson. ’42. son of Mr. and
Mrs. John M. Richardson, 15 Gran
ite street; James East, ’41, son of
Mr. and Mrs. James N. East, 24
Maple street; Ruth M. Thomas.
’42, daughter of Mr and Mrs.
Harold A. Thomas, 47 Broad street.

•
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The second meeting of the new
Scout Leaders Service Club was
held Friday night, at the home of
Charles Havener, with Willis J.
Furtwengler, district scout executive,
present. These meetings, held once
a month, are for scoutmasters, as
sistants and other interested scouters in this section, to discuss mat
ters of interest, and as a group give
aid to an individual leader. Plans
were made for the annual Camporee to be held in May, and re
freshments were served. Out-oftown leaders present were Rev. L.
Clark French of Warren and Rev.
C. Vaughn Overman of Rockport.

DIED

second floor, 16 School street, Odd
Wlows Block, City, for Furs, Fur
Coats and Cloth Coats, at moderate

9-tf

Prices.

For flying instruction see Charlie
Treat, 68 Grace St., Rockland.—
adv.
2-tf

INDIGESTION
C

Biy afect the Heart

m :rlpPMj m the atomaeh or aullrt nar art 11he a
[•u trigger on the heart At the flr* sign of dis treat
n>n and women depend on
Tabled to
* ,»•
No laaatlre but med* of the futMtL,11'2.",r,*t<’lnee known for ortd tndlaertlon. If the
'(MT DOSK doesn’t frovo Bell-ana better, return
"Ula to ua and rscetrs DOUBLE Meoey Back. ttc.

BURPEE’S
FUNERAL HOME

Ambulance Service

grocers

TELEPHONES
3W or 781-1 or 781-11

U8-118 LIMEROCK STREET
ROCKLAND, ME.

119-tf

Mrs. Clifford C. Melvin

Rockland_____________
CARD OF THANKS
I wish to thank all my friends,
members of the Knox Hospital staff.
St George Orange No 421 and No.
72 and my claastnates for th* Silts,
flowers, cards and baskets sent to m»
during my Illness.
CARD OF THANKS
T Wish to express my appreciation
to all ttoose who sent me
•*»»
for other kind

The Cub trainer of the Rockland Flying Club as it rested in the woods at the edge cf Lermond’s Pond in
Union, after it had crashed Saturday morning due to motor failure. Ora Brown, Jr., of Camden, a member
of the club, was flying the ship at the time and escaped without injury. Brown apparently tried to glide onto
the frozen lake when the motor cut out. but the plane struck two trees about a foot from the top, cutting them
off with the left wing, spinning the ship around and crashing into the woods. The plane is a total loss and is
partially covered with insurance. Club members state that another plane will be bought at once and placed
in use.
—Photo by Cullen.

They Surprised Tom

DELIGHTED WITH NEW TEMPLE

three one-act plays on Friday night
in the High School auditorium.

Nancy

Howard,

Jack

Wood, Walter Butler, and Harrison
Dow. This play will be presented
in the one-act play contest in
March. Milton Robarts is assistant
stage manager and) Joseph Lamb
assistant property manager.

Dr. J. A. Richan.
board of directors.

wiches, cakes, ice cream and coffee,
i to which all did ample justice.

president of the

plush to harmonize with the color
scheme of the room.
The floor covering is heavy carpet
in two tone blue, and the platforms
are covered with blue linoleum;
the walls are of buff tone, the trim
mings of white and the ceiling blue.
In the ceiling are 50 stars mapped
by the department of astronomy of
Harvard College to represent tne
sky at midnight (low 12> at Jerusa
lem. Christmas Eve. When the
regular lights which are of the
Cove lighting type, are dimmed the
effect of these stars in the ceiling
is most effective.
The furniture in this main lodge
room is of mahogany finish and with
the blue color scheme is extremely

Eloise Law; ticket sales manager,

Perry Margeson; assistants, Elmer
Havener and Priscilla Brasier.
With this fine collection of dif
ferent types of plays. Feb. 28 will
certainly prove to be an enjoyable
evening for all.

Homer E. Robinson, chairman of
the finance committee.

chair is the balcony or choir loft
with ample space for piano or organ
to be installed, and any regular choir
for ritualistic service.
Returning through the lobby 11

the main stairway, the office of the
secretary is directly before you.
which office is equipped with a small
vault for working equipment used
regularly; while in the larger vault
on the upper floor is stored old rec
ords and equipment that is not reg
ularly in use.
On this upper floor also are the
recreation rooms, one of which Is
furnished at present with two pool
tables and a billiard table and with
ample space to double the equip
ment when occasion requires. The
other room is for a reading and
Ambulance Service
card room and will be furnished ac
cordingly. From this latter room a
■I corridor extends along the entire
RUSSELL
southern side of the building, from
which access is had to the robing
FUNERAL HOME
• CLAREMONT RT.
TEL. 882
rooms of the Scottish Rite bodies
ROCKLAND, ME.
and the York Rite Council, and in
»8-tf
these rooms are at the present time

fcf

70th birthday, the latter's daughter,

Grace Colburn and Mrs. Bessie
Beane, gave him a surprise by in
viting relatives and friends to join
him in celebrating the evening.
All were asked to gather at the
home of his son, Maurice, and then
all drove to his home in one group.
Although taken by surprise, a hearty
welcome was extended by Mr. and
Mrs. Carroll as the crowd swarmed

Catherine McPhee. The tables were
decorated in keeping with the holi
day occasion, and loaded with sand

The stage committee of these attractive. At the far end of the
plays is composed of: General stage room from the presiding officer's
manager, Bertram Snow; carpen
ter, Eddie Olson; electrician, Rich
ard S. Brown; property manager,
Charles Weed; wardrobe man.
Luke Dorr; wardrobe mistress,
Naomi Rackliff.
The business committee for the
three one-act plays is as follows:
business manager, June Chatto;
assistant, Gerry Norton; publicity,
Lucille Connon; assistants, Doris
Gatti and William Bums; program
book, Charles Huntley; assistant,

Robert Pendleton will entertain
the Rockland Stamp Club at hisj
home, 20 Center street, Thursday
night.

ton's Birthday; also T. J. Carroll’s

joyed, including two solos by Miss

nest Dondis, Margery Mills, Anson
Olds, Mary Anastasia, Harrison
Dow, Eleanor Porter, Walter But

Economy,

Saturday being George Washing

After the greetings were over,
games were played and music en

Carl Rogers, Margaret Johnson, Er

ler, and Douglas Perry, Russell
Smith is assistant stage manager

Lots of Friends Helped
T. J. Carroll Celebrate
His 70th Birthday

in upon them.

“The Command Performance,”
a dramatic play, has this cast:

Seeley—At Rockland, Feb 23. Lucy
Ellen, widow of James I. Seeley, aged
85 years. 6 months. 17 days. Funeral
Percy Dinsmore of the Central
today at 2 o'clock from Burpee funeral
home.
_ . „„ _ Fire Station crew suffered an ill
Holman—At Owls Head. Feb. 23. CVey Holman, aged 80 years. 1 month. turn this morning, and was taken
Private funeral Tuesday
Rooney — At Rockland. Feb
22. to his home on Grace street.
George F. Rooney, aged 54 years. 5
months, 7 days
Funeral Wednesday
The Wight sale at 13 Claremont
nt 1 o’clock from Mount Hope Chapel.
street
will be continued under the
Bangor
_ .
__
Edwards At
Rockport.
Feb.
23. direction of Ernest C. Davis Wed
Frank S Edwards, aged 69 years. Fu
neral Wednesday at 1 o’clock from nesday and Saturday afternoons
the residence.
,
Williams—At Camden, Feb. 23. Wil (Feb. 26, March 1) at 2 o'clock.—
lis Williams, aged 85 years. 11 months,
11 days. Funeral Tuesday at 2 o clock adv.
from Good funeral home.
McElroy—At Vlnalhaven. Feb. 18.
Blanche (Cassie), wife of Bernard Mc
Elroy. aged 50 years. 5 months. 2 days.
CARD OF THANKS
I wish to thank all those who so
kindly remembered me, with cards,
flowers, baskets of fruit, plants and
other gifts during my illness at Knox
Hospital, and since I have
to my home. Also I wish to thank
the nurses for their kindness.

A-’

$6000 worth of robings and equip- ■
Continued from Page One)
seating capacity being ample for all ment for the degree work of these ,
regular meetings, with nearly 100 bodies.
,
orchestra
chairs,
upholstered
in
blue
At
the
far
end
of
the
corridor
acj
Gerald Margeson is chief regis
trar.
cess may be had to the projection j
room, and through that into the
choir loft already mentioned; and
One-Act Plays
from the corridor also exit may be
had via the fire escape to the ground
Thespians Will Present
at the rear of the Temple. There
Three of Them At High
is also a door from the kitchen to
School Friday Night
the ground at the rear of the build
The National Thespian Dramatic
ing, which two, with the main en
Honor Society under the super
hance, afford three exits ih case cf
vision of Mr. Smith, will present
necessity, and all these exits are

and Sam Rankin assistant prop
erty manager for this play.
“Not Quite Such a Goose.” a
comedy, is presented by this cast:
Marguerite Mahoney, Drury Rice,’
Margaret Havener, Herbert Elling
wood. and Virginia Foster. John
Munsey acts as assistant stage
manager and James Thomas as
sistant property manager.
“The High Heart,’’ a tragedy, has
David G. Hodgkins Jr., optome
the following players: Christy
trist, who will open offices Wed
Adams, Roger Conant, Robert
nesday in Carini block.
Chisholm, Ruth Seabury, James

ters in Carini block over Clark
Flower Shop, almost exactly oppo
site Strand Theatre. He will be
equipped
for examination of the
The New Engand*
1 *Conservatory
eyes and complete eye glass service.
of Music announces three free con
The new optometrist received his
certs in a new series. They will
early
education in Rockland public
be given in Jordan hall cn Friday
schools
and then graduated from
evenings. Feb. 28 and March 21,
Massachusetts School of Optometry,
and Wednesday evening, April 16,
where he was a member of Pi Omiat 8 15 p. m. All of the concerts
cron Sigma, one of the oldest opare open to the public, tickets
tometric fraternities in the country.
available on application to the He is also a member of New Eng
Conservatoiy,
290
Huntington land Council of Optometrists.
avenue, Boston. This series will
Before locating in Rockland, Mr.
provide opportunity to hear un Hodgkins was in practice with Dr.
usual and rarely performed mu Romain J. Marcoux in Lewiston
sic. both classical and modern, b.v who is on the Maine Board of Op
American and foreign composers. tometry.
The first concert, Feb 28, will in
The new offices are equipped with
clude Mozart Quartet for Piano modern precision instruments for
forte and Wind Instruments in E the examination of the eye. The
flat major; Debussy Sonata for public is invited to inspect the
Harp, Flute and Viola; Brahms quarters.
Sextet for Strings in B flat major,
played by the Boston String Quar
BORN
tet, assisted 'by Quincy Porter
Mitchell At
Camden
Community
Hospital. Feb 23. to "Mr. and Mrs. Alviola, and Judd Cooke, violoncello. wood
Mitchell, a son.
Dyer—At Vlnalhaven, Feb 22. to Mr
Local music lovers happening to and
Mrs. Leroy Dyer, a son.
Morton — At Camden Community
in Boston on the aforementioned
Hospital Feb 22. to Mr. and Mrs.
dates will doubtless avail them- Ralph
W. Morton, a daughter.
selves of this opportunity.

Visit Lucien K. Green & Son’s

will be Purely Voluntary In Charac
ter and without remuneration un
less otherwise provided for by
agencies of government respensib’e
for requesting such service or
undertaking.
The questions to be answered in
the registration form are:
Name of Registering Veteran;
Name and number of Legion Post
membership; State; City; Postoffice address; Race; Are you a
U. S. citizen? Naturalized; Native
born; Married (yes or no); num
ber cf dependents; education;
Present military or naval status, if
any; 'Police experience, if any;
Fire Department experience, if any;
Intelligence service experience, if
any; What foreign languages do
you speak, if any; Have you had
experience as interpreter? (yes or
no); Present occupation; Number
of years in occupation; Firm name
of employer.
The registrant should also check
the vocation or activity in which
he possesses experience and in
which capacities he would prefer to
serve in case of local or national
emergency.
The draft headquarters north of
Chisholm’s Spa on Main street, is
open from 9 a. m., to 4.30 p. m.,
each weekday except Saturday
when the office closes at 12 noon.

Milton M. Griffin, chairman of the
building committee.

plainly marked.
It is hoped this description of the
building may prove interesting to
those who are unable to visit the
same in person, but who are inter
ested in what is easily the newest,
if not the finest building on Main
street.
• * * •
The general contractor in charge
of constructing the new Temple
was H. P. Cummings of Ware.
Mass. Lccal sub-contractors who
haci an important part in the
work, and furnishing the Masonic
quarters were: William T. Smith
piumibing and heating; A. T.
Thurston, electrical work; M. E
Wotton & Son. carpet for main
lodge room; Hayward Bros. &
Wakefield (through their local
agent, the Stonington Furniture
Company, dining room furniture
and lodge room chairs; Lawrence
Portland Cement Company, Dragon
cement; Raymond C. Perry and
Fred Winslow, stoker; Main Street
Hardware Company, kitchen uten
sils.
With the board cf directors was
left the important task of creating
the new Temple. The president
of the board is Dr. J. A. Richan
and the chairman of the building
committee was M.lton M. Griffin,
who was in close personal contact
with every phase of the work, giv
ing mo6t liberally of his time, and
his thorough acquaintance with
Masonic requirements. He was
ably assisted by President Richan,
J. E. Bradstreet and Ralph U.
Clark, and by the members of the
finance ccmmittee. Homer E. Rob
inson chairman, George L. St.
Clair and E. C. Payson.

With Mr. and Mrs. Carroll at the
head of the table another surprise
) greeted “Tom,” as we all call him.
i Before him was brought a goodly
[ number of greeting cards and packi ages. Assisted by his brother, Clif! ford, all the packages were opened
j and Mr. Carroll spoke his thanks;
as well as the joy of meeting his
friends. It was an evening of pleas
ure and friendship.
Those present were: Mr. and Mrs.
Edwin Carrell, Mr. and Mrs. Dennis
Carroll, Mr. and Mrs. Clifford Carroll and son Ronald, Mr. and Mrs.
Maurice Carroll, Mr. and Mrs. T.
J. Carroll, Mr. and Mrs. Leslie Pack
ard, Thebert Carroll. Maurice Carroll, Jr., Mr. and Mrs. E. H. Calderwood, Catherine McPhee, Mr. and
Mrs. Perley Calderwood, Amy Hall,
Mr. and Mrs. Leman Oxton, Mr.
and Mrs. Henry Keller, Grace Col
burn, Neil Colburn, Robert Heal,
Mrs. Harry Bean, Mrs. Margaret
Andrews, Mrs. J. F. Heald. Beniah
Packard. George Genthner, Mrs.
Alice Tolman, Miss Doris Tolman,
Mrs. Earl Tolman. Robert Simmons
and Fred Simmons.
As the hour of the Sabbath morn
was drawing nigh goodbyes were
said, and pleasant memories linger
for many days to come and like the
words of Elizabeth Browning, are—
The sweetest lives are those to duty
wed,
,,
Whose deeds both great and small
Are close knit strands of an unbroken
thread.
Where love ennobles all.
The world may sound, no trumpets,
ring no bells,
The book of life the shining record
tells.

The Willing Workers of the Universalist Church will meet with
Mrs. Frank Tirrell next Monday to
finish Red Cross work. All those
who can will take lunch and work
all day.
Beano at G A R. hall Thursday,
2.15 p. m. Feb. 27. Second-in the
series.—adv.*

John Thornton of Thomas
ton Elected Trustee At
Meeting In Wiscasset

Charles Plumstead of North
Charles Harvey Holman, better
known to local residents as C. Vey Edgecomb was elected president of
Holman, died Sunday night at the Tri-County Rural Letter Car
“Holman’s Oaks,’’ Ingraham Hill, riers Association, succeeding Ralph
where he had been a Summer resi Mallett of Topsham, at the annual
dent for a long time, and a perma meeting in Wiscasset Saturday.
Other officers chosen were: Karl
nent resident in recent years.
With a line of Colonial ancestors. Hatch of Bowdoinham was vice
Mr. Holman could trace his lineage president. William H. Ketchum of
as far back as 1660. He was born in Bath, secretary-treasurer; James
Poughkeepsie, N. Y„ in 1861, son of Thornton of Thomaston, represent
Rev. W. O Holman, former pastor ing Knox County; M J. Creamer
of the First Baptist Church in this ‘ o! Waldoboro, representing Lin
city and who had occupied import-' coln County; and Ralph Mallet of
ant pulpits in Boston and other Topsham, representing Sagadahoc,
trustees.
New England cities.
Among resolutions unanimously
The young man received his pre
approved
was one opposing diver
liminary education in the public
sion
of
highway
fund “as we be
schools of Rockland, Ellsworth,
lieve
such
money
should be used
Central Falls, R. I., and Boston,
on
the
highways
of
the State. An
graduating from Boston Latin
other
commended
Postmaster
Hol
School in 1878L The next four years
brook
of
Wiscasset
for
her
hos
were spent at Harvard College,
pitality.
where in 1879 he established the
Named as delegates to the annual
Harvard Daily Echo.
State
Convention were President
He matriculated in Boston Uni
Plumstead,
delegate-at-large, Wil
versity Law School, and later gradu
liam
H.
Ketchum
of Bath, M. A.
ated from the University of Maine
Brann of North Whitefield, Karl
Law School.
Mr. Holman was a staff writer oil Hatch of Bowdoinham and J. P.
the Boston Globe from 1879 to 1881. Metcalf o.f Wiscasset. Alternates
He founded the Roxbury Advocate, are M. J. Creamer of Waldoboro,
which he published from 1882 to William Houdlette of Cedar Grove,
1886, and the Woburn City Press, Dana Reed of Boothbay and Ches
which he published from 1890 to ter Willy of Warren.
The 1942 annual meeting also
1894.
will
be held at Wiscasset.
The study of law appealed to him
more strongly than journalism, and
Fred S. Rand. Superior Court
he was eventually admitted to prac
tice in the courts of Maine and Stenographer, who had officiated Hi
Massachusetts and to the United Knox County on numerous occa
States Courts. Gold mines in sions, died in Augusta Sunday
Alaska and Nova Scotia have after a brief illness. He was 66
claimed his attention, with varying years of age.
success.
The devotional portion of the
• Mr. Holman was a staunch Demo
Senior
Y.P.C.U. meeting Sunday
crat until the party nominated Wil
evening was compoeed by Devo
liam J. Bryan in 1896. when he be •
tional Chairman, Hazel Bohn and
came one of the leaders of the gold
led by Bertha Coombs of the Devo
standard movement which resulted
tional Committee. Its theme was:
in the nomination of Palmer and
“
Buckner. He was elected as one of The Challenge of Faith.” Others
the nine members of the executive taking part in tfiis portion of the
service were Joe Sylvestri, Virginia
committee, and as chief of the lit
Bowley. Robert Smalley, and Helen
erary bureau supervised the pub
Crockett. The speaker of the eve
licity department of the “Gold
ning, John W. Trott of the State
Bug” party.
Because of his stand he becami Employment Service, was intro
duced by Ruth Seabury, chairman
estranged from the Democratic
of the program committee, His
party, and the campaign of 1918
subject was “Vocational Guidance
found him a candidate for Sta'e
in General.” This was followed by
Senator on the Knox County Repub
a short question and discussion
lican ticket.
period. Mr. Trott promises full
He was State geologist in 1910-11
support to Jack Lowe in conducting
The life of Mr. Holman has been
a series of Vocational Guidance
one of many activities. He was n
for ail young people.
member of the American Institute
of Mining Engineers, American As
sociation for Advancement of Sci
ence, Knox Academy of Arts and
Sciences, American Electric Cheml- j
cal Society, Harvard Engineers.
American Society of Experimental
Engineers, Navy League of the
United States, founder and past
high chancellor of the Legal Fra
LvL
ternity of Gamma Eta Gamma,
member of Beta Theta Pi, a 32d de
gree Mason, a Knight of the Order
of Red Cross of Constantine, and
Rockland Lodge, B.P.O.E.
I
Mr. Holman was first married in
1862 to Miss Florence Lippincott of
Philadelphia, who died the tame
year. In 1886 he was married to Miss
Minnie Ross of Bangor, whose death, If you’re old
ooming upon his advancing years,
fashioned, you won’t
was a blow to him from which he
never recovered
The Rockland Garden Club will
meet in the Tower Room at the
Community Building this after
noon at 2.30 o’clock with Richard
Irvin, a graduate of Amherst giv
ing an illustrated talk on “Land
scape Gardening”—Mr. Irvin is a
newcomer in Rockland circles and
is employed at Siisby’s Flower Shop.
The public is invited.

BINGO
SPEAR HALL, TONIGHT
7.30 o’clock
Big Dinner and Butterfly Quilt
To Be Given Away

Big Dinner—Specials 24*It

WALDO THEATRE
MAINE’S LITTLE RADIO CITY
TEL. WALDOBORO 100
SHOW TIMES
Single Evening Show at 8.00
Mats.: Saturday 2.30; Sunday 3.00

TUES.-WED., FEB.

like this worth a darn
If you believe in buying
your Spring Hat in May . . .
we're in bad here in the
first paragraph, for we arc
announcing Spring Hats
in February . . . think of it.
Yes, Sirs, they’re here. We
have a lot of customers
who insist on being ahead
in everything . . . especial
ly in Hats

. . . and here

they are.
Certainly you wouldn’t
thii}k of buying one so
there
early
but
wouldn’t be any harm in
trying one on . . . now
would there?

25-26

KAY FRANCIS
GEORGE BANCROFT

JACK OAKIE

$1.95

$2.95

$4.00

$5.00

in

Ralph Ulmer Camp and Auxiliary
will meet Wednesday at 730 in the
Legion hall. Supper will be served
by the Comrade Lodge at 6. Bring
prizes for beano.
A diaphone call from Box 33
and a huge plume of black smexe
drew a throng of curious citizens to
the city’s parking lot on Tillson
avenue this morning where a large
tar melting outfit had in some way
ignited its contents. A storage shed
was given a scorching but nominal
damage only resulted.

Three

Tri-County Carriers

C. Vey Holman
Death of Former Jour
nalist and Attorney—Had
Been Active in Politics

National Defense, But It’s Voluntary

\ Winter social of the First Bap
tist Church will be held in the outgrowth of this questionnaire
Church parlors on Thursday eve
ning. The Browne Club and Mac Opens Offices Here
Donald Class have planned an en
tertainment, part of which will be
David G. Hodgkins, Jr.,
motion pictures in color showing
Will Be Located In
the work of the Maine Sea Coast
Mission.
Carini Block

*

And The Pilot Escaped Unhurt!

cus

The remarkable weather which
blessed the Community Food Fair
began another week’s engagement
yesterday and came in for con
tinued praise. Temperature this
morning 15 above, sky, blue; at
mosphere, delicious; and the clos
ing date for filing income tax re
turns almost three weeks away.
Perhaps you didn’t know it, but this
is "National Sew and Save Week.”

AGS

HAVE YOU REGISTERED YET?
World War Veterans “Signing Up” For

iContlnued on Page Eight)

Best

Page
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“LITTLE MEN »»
A riotous comedy based on the
famous story by Louisa May
Alcott.
Our PACKAGE SEEDS are ready
for the Garden lovers.
Who
wants to be first? Come and look
them over!

H. H. CRIE & CO.
Hardware and Sporting Goods
28 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND. ME.

THURS.-FRI., FEB. 27-28

“THE THIEF OF
BAGDAD’’
All in superb technicolor
featuring
Conrad Veidt, Sabu. June Duprez
John Austin, Re* Ingram

GREGORY’S
TEL. 294

416 MAIN 8T., ROCKLAND, ME.

r Evefy-Other-Dav
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ALENA L. STARRETT
Correspondent
ftftftft

The warrant posted for the War
Tel. 40
ren town meeting, March 3, contains
The High School minstrel, “Dark
30 articles:
Clouds" presented Saturday night
Besides the routine business ; at Glover hall, drew a capacity au
there are these articles of import- , djence_ ancj was a decided success
ance; “To see if the town will vote ■ Wjth its 18 numbers, and short com
to accept from the Riverview Cem-, munity sing, the latter led by Made
etery Association, the unsold lots to leine Haskell. Credit for the excel
which it holds title, said lots to be lent performance is due both to the
used as a public burial ground or students, all of whom took part
sold by the town as occasion arises, and the coaches, Wilbur Connon
fences, drives, and grounds to be the end men. Miss Carolyn Hayden
properly maintained by the town:
and Principal Herbert DeVeber, the
“To see if the town will vote to specialties. Proceeds will be divid
supply a public dump and provide ! ed among the four classes and the
suitable signs prohibiting
the j student Council, while the proceeds
dumping of rubbish into the river, from the dance which followed will
in or near the village.’’
be taken by the Senior class.
“To see if the town will vote to
By General
RED WHITE A metallic click told him
Mrs. Clara Lermond will be
© a. wMiti
wnu tiivici
weapon was empty.
authorize the Selectmen to sell the chairman of the public dinner to be
Village schoolhouse to Warren served Wednesday at the E. A
of Army and National Guard were
CHAPTER IX
Grange at the price of $350;"
Starrett Auxiliary, S.U.V. Mem
pouring in. Mobilization was less
“To see what sum the town will
than
one
fourth
complete.
The
Reg

bers not solicited are requested to
In Washington, Captain Benning
vote to raise and appropriate for a
spent a sleepless nightmare of a ular Army was ready to entrain for
furnish sweets.
new truck for the Fire department.’’
night on the assignment from Flag- concentration points from its farGuests Sunday of Mr. and Mrs
At a recent meeting of the Town
will of observing panic-stricken flung network of small garrisons
whose location had been dictated by
Budget Committee, at which Oscar C. E- Overlook were Mr. and Mrs.
streets.
Copeland was the chairman and William Morrison and son Richard
Daybreak and exhaustion restored chambers of commerce and con
some degree of reason. People gressmen rather than by the neces
Willis Vinal, clerk, these recom and Miss Belva Wilson all of Port
moved about now as if stunned, but sities of military training in the vimendations were made: Schools, land.
from time to time looking fearfully i tai team-play of larger units.
$6000;
lights, water and other
John Boggs of Hartford, Conn.,
into ‘he skies or straining at every I Plans were being laid for a call
school
expenses,
$1150; high schcol, passed the weekend with his par
wor of radio loudspeakers that I for 500,000 volunteers. That would
$2850; roads and bridges, $3300; ents, Mr. and Mrs. Wendall Boggs
had been put in service on principal have to wait action by Congress,
but
Congress
could
be
depended
upon
maintenance
third class roads, | Ivy Chapter O.E.S. observed its
streets.
now
to
go
the
limit.
A
draft
army
$1090;
snow
removal,
$2000; State1 47th anniversary Friday night with
Traffic jams finally had been re
aid road maintenance, $10CO; poor ' a short program, which included the
duced, steady streams of cabs and of a million men would come next.
As for modern equipment, that
cars were pouring out of the city on
department,
, $5200; officers’ salaries . reading of a history of the Chapwould
have to wait. There would
al’ roads. Thousands flocked about
inter“t and tax daunts, ter by Mrs Carrie smith, the paper
the railway station clamoring for be no such thing as buying it in
$ 300; reduction town note, $1009; prepared by Mrs Laura starrettj
France
and
England,
even
in
Can

r landing space on any train that
State aid road construction, $799,50. the secretary. readings by Mrs
ada, as at the time of the World
led away from Washington.
Extra editions of newspapers burst War. A year, or two years, might
—
Helen Maxey and Miss Tena Me
Into the streets at frequent inter elapse before industrial mobilization,
urday fiom the Memorial Hospital callum. Forty-five attended the
the country’s own resources, could
vals.
in Damariscotta where she has : covered dish supper served preced
Texas invaded. Extras massed
been
a patient.
ing the meeting.
H
I’
black headlines over meager dis
Mrs. Abbie Flynn of Boston has
T* 11
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Boggs, Miss
patches from San Antonio. Van Has
been visiting Mrs. James A. Duane.
sek was moving north in three col
i Ella Davis, and Mr. and Mrs. Frank
Richard Freeman returned Sun- i Davis were callers Sunday after
umns. American infantry and cav
day
to Boston after passing the'I noon
„„„ at ,,the .
alry were fighting him at the Rio
home of, ,,
Mr. and, Mrs.
Crande. American Second Division
week with his mother. Mrs. Grace ji I. J. Shuman in Rockland.
was moving south to repel the in
Freeman.
An evening of prayer will be held
vasion.
Mr. and Mrs. Stanley Herrick of
Another extra dashed out. Wash
Friday
at 7.30 at the home of Mr
Waban, Mass., have been recent
ington safe! Benning read eagerly.
and Mrs. Chester Wyllie. The
visitors at the home of Mr. and
It had been as Flagwill guessed.
public is invited.
Mrs. W. F. B. Feyler.
The night raiders had planted a re
Fourteen members of the local
fueling field. Back of the Tennessee
Mr. and Mrs. Austin Miller and
Baptist
Church attended the quar
River, southwest from Nashville.
son Stephen spent a few days in
terly
meeting
of the Lincoln Bap
The thing had been camouflaged as
Bangor recently.
a new airways enterprise, had even
tist
Association
held Friday in
Milton J. Creamer was elected a
been fostered by ambitious and un
Camden.
trustee of the Tri-County Rural
suspecting chambers of commerce.
Members of Mystic Rebekah
Letter Carriers Association at the
When the bombers and their conannual meeting held Saturday in Lodge are invited to the reception
,voys of fighting craft had put down
to fill their tanks after bombing
Wiscasset. He was also named as Wednesday in Appleton for Mrs.
i Washington, a few mounted ma
an alternate to the annual State
Pease, member of -Golden Rod
chine guns had kept curious natives
Rebekah Lodge, district deputy THOMASTON
Convention.
away. The aircraft had taken all
Mr and Mrs. Stanley Sinclair of
president. All Rebekah Lodges in
personnel off at resuming their flight
Paften
passed the weekend with
District 15, are invited.
WALDOBORO
back to Mexico. Another raid on
TENANT
’
S
HARBOR
Mr.
and
Mrs. Robert MacFarland.
Of interest to friends here of
A A A A
^Washington would be impossible—
A A A A
Mrs. Mary Mills has returned to
Audrey and Joan Young are
George Carr, Summer resident, who
unless attack could be launched from
Gloucester, Mass., after spending a
ICRS. LOUISE MTLU3B
spending
the school vacation with
is Wintering at Safety Harbor, Fla.,
the sea.
few weeks with Mr. and Mrs. H. A. is the fact that he has been made their grandparents, Mr. and Mrs.
Oorresponden*
That subdued hum of relentless ac
Harris.
ftftftft
tivity filled the Munitions Building.
the secretary of the Safety Harbor John Mitchell, in Friendship.
Faces were lined and gray from
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Underwood Progressive Association, and was
Mrs. Lewis Burns and daughter,
Tei.
an
“I have two reports that will
strain and fatigue, but eyes burned
and Margaret Marriott spent the guest of honor at a large party at Mary, have returned home to
interest
you.
”
from smudged sockets with stern
Walter Clouse is visiting in weekend with Mr. and Mrs. Walter the Santo Springs Hotel last week, Friendship after spending a few
resolution.
provide anything more than the Springfield, Mass.
Davis of Bath.
with a great many Maine residents days with her parents, Mr. and
The night’s panic had swept the crudest necessities of combat. If a
Mrs. Harry Paterson has returned present. Six new units, with elec Mrs. Harry Young.
John Cooney of Salem, Mass., has
whole country. In the midwest there major war was in the offing, the
to Boston after spe nding a few days trie kitchen, are being built at
Services at St. John’s Church
had been incredulity at first. The country would have to depend upon been spending a few days here.
at
home.
whole thing seemed too inconceiv the massed valor of its manpower
Kenneth Cole, local carrier for
Maine Courts owned by Mrs. Jane this week are: Ash Wednesday, at
able. Invasions, bomber raids, were to take unequal red losses and drive the Portland Press Herald received
Ensio Matson of Long Cove has Andrews, of this town. Mr. Carr 9.30 a. m. and 7.33 p. m ; Friday, at
an intangible atrocity occurring to through at all costs.
8.30 a. m, Holy Eucharist, and at
a merit award for the month of joined the Army and is in the 47th was heard on the radio recently.
distant peoples and recorded in dis
It was nine o’clock before Colonel January for efficiency in compiling Infantry, stationed at Fort Bragg,
730 p. m. Way of the Cross and
patches. Those inexplicable atroci Flagwill stamped in from the Chief
North
Carolina.
special
sermon by Rev. William T.
records.
He
will
be
allowed
to
served by Mrs. Mary Mills and
ties belonged to the black pages of of Staff’s office. His face was ashen
Dr.
and
Mrs.
C.
H.
Leach
of
PowBulkeley,
of St. Matthew’s Church,
choose
$25
worth
of
merchandise.
Shanghai, Canton, and Madrid.
Mrs. Margaret Cant. Appropriate
and lined, but his level black eyes
Hallowell;
Saturday at 8.30 a. m.,
nal
were
home
for
the
weekend.
William
Jameson,
student
at
U.
Already the hue and cry was ris glowed vitality.
table decorations made (by Mrs.
Holy
Eucharist.
There will be a
Mrs.
Robert
Marriott
has
returned
ing west of the Alleghenies sharp
of
M
,
spent
the
weekend
with
his
“What an inglorious tangle!” he
Cant, containing Valentines for
on the heels of the first hysterical muttered to Benning with a torment parents, Mr. and Mrs. Foster to Providence with Mr. and Mrs.
public Lenten supper Friday at St
waves of fear. What of the Army? ed shake of his head. “Which way Jameson. He was accompanied Harold Marriott for two weeks' all adorned the table. A gift of John’s parish hall at 5.30.
appreciation was presented to Mrs.
Why had our armed forces been to turn, that’s the question bedevil
visit.
here
by
Jack
Forester,
another
stu

Hupper who has kindly loaned her Marriage Announced
caught napping? Why hadn't the ing all of us.”
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Norman
Anderson
dent,
who
visited
Mr.
and
Mrs.
An

raiders been detected and shot
home to the Farm Bureau during
Mr. and Mrs. James Thornton
“I’ve been reading the reports and
of Whitinsville, Mass., were recent
down?
recommendations of the staff sec drew Currie.
the past year for a meeting place. and his sister, Miss Flora Thorn
Mr. and Mrs. Forrest G. Fogg of visitors at the home of Mr. and It was in the form of a small blue ton, entertained Friday night at
The first reports of mobilization tions, sir," Benning answered. “Mo
bilization seems to be moving right Bangor were guests Sunday of Mr. Mrs, Robert Anderson of Long ■wooden wheel barrow, made for the home of the former, announc
Cove.
along and the panic is cooling off, and Mrs. B. G. Miller.
the occasion at the Manual Art ing the marriage of another sister,
even in Washington.”
At the close of the recent stated
Charles Rowe Jr., of Boston
school
containing a Valentine box Miss Margaret Thornton, to Virgil
“Mobilizing is one thing, fighting spent the weekend with his par meeting of Naomi Chapter, O.E.S.,
filled
with
silver.
Morton, on Nov. 22, 1935. A pa
another,” Flagwill snapped out. “By
a patriotic luncheon was served bv
tonight, when the Second gets ents Mr. and Mrs. Charles Rowe.
The members sang a toast to triotic color scheme was carried out
Miss Eleanor Miller a student at the worthy matron Mabelle Rose “Trudy” to the tune of "My Bon in the decorations, bouquets of red
cracked at San Antonio, the whole
Lasell
Junior College, Auburndale. and associate matron Jessie Harris. nie Lies over the Ocean.” The re roses being effectively placed
country -will be howling for action.
The howl for anti-aircraft is already Mass., spent the weekend with par A baseball contest was started with mainder of the evening was spent through the house.
pouring in—and every one of our ents, Mr. and Mrs. E. H. Miller.
Alvah Harris and Henry Paterson
on the lesson “Sewing Secrets’’
The announcement of the mar
ten regiments of anti-aircraft is
as
captains; the contest will be the
Mr. and Mrs. Harriet McLain ci
riage
was made in a novel way,
conducted
by
Mrs.
Myrtle
Taylor
short something, a battery or two, a Medford, Mass., spent the holiday best of seven games. The Harris
lomodoro Hotel is cenlittle
Gwendolyn Thornton, Mrs.
and
Mrs.
Minnie
Allen.
Two
elec

full battalion, or essential equip
ment. Not to mention ammunition. weekend with his mother, Mrs. Cora team were winners with a score of tric sewing machines were in use Morton’s niece, daintily dressed in
y located just a whisper
2 to 0. The players on the winning
“The big trouble is, we don’t know McLain.
blue taffeta, presenting each guest
team are Mabelle Rose, Elmer and members practiced using the
Mrs.
Nellie
Wade
has
returned
yet what we're up against and we’ve
with a red rose to which was at
various
attachments,
for
sewing
on
nail activity Rates bom
got to play a cautious game. If all from Thomaston where she has Allen. Winifred Milne. Alfred Hock
tached the announcement.
ric-rac,
bias
binding,
etc.
we had to consider was Van Has- spent several weeks.
ing, Evelyn Hunnewell, William
Besides the honor guests those
50 single. S* 00 double.
The lending library was available
sek, we’d rush troops in there and
Miss Shirley Burns returned Sat- Imlach, Gwen Dowling, Gilbert
present
were Mrs. Morton’s mother,
and
many
made
use
of
the
oppor

give him his lesson in a very few
Auld. Daisy Davis, Madolln Baum,
lh tub and shower bath,
Mrs.
J.
Fred Thornton, and her
weeks. What the public will not «=============
tunity to take books home to read.
be able to understand, nor even Con confirms what we’d guessed long and Margaret Cant.
nephews, Richard and John Thorn
odem air-cooled collee
gress, is that we’ve got to use most ago. They also suggest that the Work and Play
The territory of the Belgian Con ton, Mr. and Mrs. Walter Delano
of our peace-strength army as a enemy espionage has its headquar- |
The Farm Bureau met Feb. 14 go is about, the size of the 14 of So. Warren. Mr. and Mrs. George
1Op oilers the lines! food al
framework for building a national ters in Nejy York, disguised as some
large corporation, no details avail with Mrs. Gertrude Hupper at southern states in the United Martin of Waldoboro, Mr. and Mrs
army.
•
Maurice Hall, Mr. and Mrs, Ken
moderate
P0?"1®
“But anyhow, come what may able. Second, I have positive infor "WheeDbarrow Farm”. Supper was States.
mation
that
Van
Hassek
’
s
bombers
neth
Thompson and Capt. and Mrs.
with the future,” Flagwill went on
had
ground
liaison
in
Washington
Lew Wallace of Friendship, Mrs.
with a sardonic grin, “the Chief has
xicktail lounge.
just made one ten-strike of a deci last night. Light signals were flashed
William Dorman of Rockland, and
sion. We’re to make our first real from the area of the White House
Under the
Mr. and Mrs. George Newbert, Mr.
military stand down around Fort during both raids.”
Personal Direction
and Mrs. Bernard Robinson, Mrs"
Benning
started.
Into
his
mind
.
Worth, which is about as far as
Adelbert Benner, Mrs. Josephine
Van Hassek would dare go in any flashed Captain Fincke’s cryptic
IoMph H. Arkam.
Stone, Miss Leila Clark, Miss Mar
statements
at
the
Shoreham.
Manager
event.”
garet Young and Loring Jordan of
Flagwill bolted a sandwich and Promptly he decided against report- J
this town.
washed it down with a cup of coffee, ing this conversation for the time
then pulled himself up to his desk. being. He gave Flagwill a brief ac- j
Mr. Morton is the son of the late
“I’ve two reports that will interest count of his discovery of the Aus
Mr.
and Mrs. Maurice Morton of
you, Benning,” he announced trian captain and Colonel Boggio and
Friendship
and is engaged in farm
abruptly. “First, we've a tip from explained his logic in not immediate
ing
at
his
heme
on the New County
London that the Coalition espionage ly causing their arrest.
□
road.
Mrs.
Morton,
a graduate of
“All right, Benning,” Flagwill
• Thousands of thrifty folks are changing to
system in the United States is or
said,
his
eyes
snapping.
’
Til
as

Thomaston
High
School
and Rock
ganized to completely wreck our in
‘blue coal’ for easier home heating and big
dustrial organization. That merely sume you made no mistake in not
fuel savings, ‘blue coal’ burns with the dam
land Commercial College, is em
arresting them last night. But now
pers almost closed—sends more useful heat
ployed at the office of Black and
you
forget everything else and get
to your rooms—cuts heating costs to the bone.
•’.'Ii- r
Gay Canners, Inc.

A birthday supper held Friday
night at the Waldoboro High
School auditorium Mi attended by
150. The tables which were deco
rated to rer» °sent the months of
the year were in charge of mem
bers of the Woman's Club, the
Parent-Teacher Association and
members of American Legion Aux
iliary’.
The January table which repre
sented the New Year was in charge
of Mrs. Rena Crowell and Mrs.
Lydia Morse. Garland Crowell in
costume, young son of Mr. and
Mrs. Charles Crowell personified
the New Year. February, the Val
entine table was in charge of Mrs.
Rose Weston and Mrs. Julia Bur
gess; March, St. Patrick, Mrs.
Isabel Labe and Mrs. Jennie Har
kins; April, Spring, Mrs. Luella
Mason and Mrs. Dora Miller.
May, Maypole, Mrs. Ethel Ben
ner and Mrs. Grace Kennedy;
June, Bride's table, Mrs. Wilhelmina Fitzgerald and Mrs. Ida
Stenger; July. Independence Day,
Mrs. Bessie Kuhn and Mrs. Verna
Schofield.
August, month of flowers, Mrs.
Frances Storer and Mrs. Maude
Steward; September, little red
school house, Mrs. Elsie Mank and
Mrs. Carolyn Mitchell; XJctober.
Halloween, Mrs. Fannie Gray and
Mrs. Pauline Wallace; November,
Thanksgiving, Miss Florence Geele
and Miss Ruth Geele; December,
Christmas, Mrs. Maude Ralph and
Mrs. Louise Vannah;
American Legion table, Mrs. Lulu
Miller and Mrs. Flores Wellman;
Lions Club table, Mrs. Nan Weston
and Mrs. Gertrude Benner.
Others assisting were Mrs. Ther
esa Shuman, Mrs. Josiah Jameson.
During the supper hour a program
o£ songs was given by a trio com
posed of Austin Miller, Richard
Gerry and Ernest Boggs; songs
with guitar accompaniment, Mary
Steele; song, Ruth Burgess and a
dance routine by this group of
pupils from Mary Cunningham
School of the Dance, Barbara Cof
fin, Janice Fitch, Doris Levensaler,
Avis Genthner, Sally Sprague and
Nancy Miller accompanied by
Mrs. Harold Rider. Mrs. Elsie
Mank was general chairman of the
supper arrangements.
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'blue coal

WAY IS THE EASY WAY
TO HEAT YOUR HOME

Hp

•

out after them! Use your own judg

I vpewriters

€1COMODORO
S W Fuv St
<tt 2nd Av*

Miami. Honda -

OP IN

THE

1
*

1

;
T i

year

}----1 J

J

..ROUND

All Makes—New and Used
New Portables,
$29.50, $34.50, $39.50, $5430

Rockland Typewriter Co.
71 Park St.

BocUand

TeL

ment about when you make arrests,
but see to it they don’t get away
from you. I needn’t tell you that
the Coalition spy net is ten times

more dangerous in the long run than
Van Hassek’s present rotten inva

ORDER FROM US TODAY
ROCKLAND FUEL CO.
Telephone 72

sion."

(Continued in Saturday’s Issue)

To celebrate its fourth centenary
Arequippa. Peru, had all the streets
ot the city paced and the govern
ment erected a new tourist hotel.
COUBIER-GAZETTE WANT ADS

SOLD ONLY BY AUTHORIZED

blue COal

DEALERS

WORK WONDERS

SENTER * CRANE'S

VINALHAVEN
ft ft
5£R6 OSCSAR C. LANS
Oorre^pondent

•7

MOJUO HOSIERY...IN YOUR

we at

INDIVIDUAL LEG

LENGTH

79c
• Garters pull and chew when hose are too short.

Garters gouge when hose are too long. These

stocking shocks ruin hose . . t cost you money.
So be economical and smart too ... wear beauti
ful Mojuds in your correct, individ

ual leg length. Dividends in beauty
and longer wear are yours with

GUAftANTHD

I AS ADVMTlMJ im I

every pair.

50

In Everybody’s Column WANTED
Advertisements In this column not
to exceed three lines Inserted once tot
25 cents, three times for 50 cents. Ad
ditional lines five cents each for on*
time. 10 cents for three times. Five
small words to a line.

FOR SALE
FLORENCE oil heater for sale, late
enameled, living room model. Perfect
condition. Kitchen range, good buy
for camp. TEL. 757-R before 10 a. m.
or after 6 p. m.__________________ 24-26
SINGLE barrel 12-gauge shot gun.
single shot high-powered 22 Winches
ter rifle and blacksmith forge for sale.
Good condition. A W. DEMUT I, South
Warren._________________________
24*26
HOUSE in Rockport for sale or to
let. very low priced. Inquire ELLA
MILLS. Spruce St., Rockport.
22*2*
YOUNG work horse for sale; also
100 cord of good dry cord wood. MURDICK CRAMER, Route 17. Washing
ton. Me.
13-25
BUILDING 2O'x25', suitable to make
Into house for sale at 21 Hill St. MRS
W A. KENNEDY, 44 Rankin St., Tel.
1209-W.
21-tf
——»—17----- Z--------- i----- IZ— i
GUERNSEY heifer for sale, three
years old Just freshened. HAROLD
LEWIS. 37 Pine St.
24A26
mon
.__ i
J®39 \TrsM§U^V 2-oavGRAY. 3 Lindsey
24*26
Hard wooa per loot, fitted. $1.50;
Sawed. $1 40; long. $1.30. M. B. St C. O.
PERRY. TCI, 487,__________________ 14-tf
LEHIGH Valley stove and nut coal
for sale. $14.50; Pocahontas lumpy
soft $9; fitted dry hard wood, $1.50 ft.
I. B. PAULSEN. Tel. Thomaston 62.
14-tf
u <st H. hard coal, egg, stove, nut
$14.50 per ton, del. Household soft coal
$8 per ton, del. Nut size New River soft,
not screened $9 ton del. M B & C.
O. PERRY. 519 Main St., Tel 487. 14-tf

MAID wanted for general house
work and plain cooking Call inornlngs at 61 TALBOT AVE________ 22-24
WANTED Man with enr for profit
able Rawlelgh Route. Must be satis
fied with good living at start. Write
RAWLBIGH'S Dept MEB-162 101B. Al
bany. N. Y. or see H E Bean, 57 Main
St.. RocklantL___________________ 22*A21
GOOD home for aged persons or In
valids at 17 Suffolk St., expert, indi
vidual attention. TEL. 1200
17*19-t;
USED upright piano wanted In good
condition.
MAINE MUSIC CO . Tel
708.
17-ti
SHIPYARD—Welding
ind burning
taught the all practical way. Our 15
years' experience In shipyard work
assures ytxn of proper Instruction. Low
tuition, convenient terms. CAPITOL
WELDING SCHOOL. 290 Forest A\e
Portland. Tel 3-2451.______________ 11*28
FURNITURE wanted to upholster,
called for and delivered. T. J. FLEM
ING. 19 Birch St., Tel. 212-W
17-tf

TO LET
TENEMENT of four rooms to let at
36 Mechanic St. Tel. 874-W or inquire
of MRS E. G WILLIAMSON. 176 Main
gp
24,,,6

THREE furnished rooms to let. furnlshed or unfurnished for light hou-"keeping with private bath. Applv 65
North Main St., TEL. 887-M
'21-tf
OFFICE to let, central location.
heated, low rental. TEL 133.
17-25
FURNISHED apartment to let at 80
Pleasant St. Apply at 23 Amesburv
St.. TEL. 958-J,____________________ 18-tf
7-ROOM apt. to let at 24 Crescent
St., with flush and lights. Newly ren
ovated; $12
TEL. 785-R
' 22-24
TWO-room nicely furnished heated
apartment to let on bathroom floor
Call 114-W.________________________ 22-24
FURNISHED apt. to let. 2 room>.
pantry, flush, clean, warm and sunn'
DELIA YORK. Ill Pleasant St.
14-tf
ROOM to let at 15 Grove St. MBS
FLORA COLLINS. Tel. 579-W.
12-tf
Charlotte Robbins, who was home
5-ROOM tenement with bath to let.
for the mid-winter vacation, re- Newly renovated. Opposite Maine Cen, _
. _
.
x
„
tral Station. Rent reasonable. Inquire
turned Sunday to Farmington Nor- | m. aRMATA, The Men’s Shop Main
rnal School.
I & Park Sts • Rockland.___________ 14-tf
,, ,
" LARGE store with three rooms amt
Mrs. David Hemingway is able to1 bath In rear. 73 Park St Center store
,
.
.
„
In block. $6 week. V. F. STUDLEY
be out after having been confined 283 Main St.
i4-n
to the house since November.
! FOUR-room furnished, heated apt
I to let. automatic hot water. At 15
Mrs. Roscoe McFarland of Cam- j Summer St. h. m frost, Tei. 318-w

SOUTH HOPE

den recently visited her parents, ■------- ——------------------------------ 14~tf
Mr. and Mrs. R. E. Robbins.
coSSeiWSU0 floors.mTh*re?Mr. and Mrs. Frank Payson of:
umw ^r^TTn?0!^ 72§?r'
Camden called on his mother, Mrs. _ ______ ...
_____ H-tf
Eleanor
Pavson
recently
Mrs
'
«
3-room
furnished
t rsieanor r-ayson, recently.
Mrs. |
on barren St Inquire at 12apt
WARPayson and Mrs. Beth Wellman REN °r n James st.
14-tf
were business visitors in Camden
tfie past week.
Eggs And Chicks

An all-day session of the
•osS will be held Wednesdn
,e Latter Day Saints Chun
carl Anderson returned Satui
New York after a visit wit);
other, Mrs Charles Anderson
The One OClcck Club met
•day night with Mr. and
K Coomb
Miss Ruth Lyford returned :
day from Rocland where she
,en guest of her aunt Mr 1.
alley.
Hollis Burgess Jr., and 10
ate Basil Clements, studen
Diversity of Maine, passed
pekend with Mr. and Mrs H<i
nrgess Sr.
Miss Pauline Turner has retur
Auburn, having been gue
a Margaret Kinley.
irs. Maude Davis has retur
^■o-n North Haven and is vi
(r daughter Mrs. Henry Ev.»
ri.aii Bound Rebekah I
[n hold a rehearsal of the
light.
Mr. and Mrs Lewis Burge
lighter Roseanne of North H
visitors at the home of
Mrs. Alston Roberta
...s, John Wentworth ha
[rned from Portland
diss Martha Thompson is
her aunt Mrs. Ruth Johns'>
Oakland
/loyd Robertson has returnc
4-nont High School
Christian EndPavor Sui
ht Miss Mildred Brinkwortli
meeting, with prayer by
rolyn Alley.
Irs. George Bragdon will
tain the Rainbow Club

Forrest Maker and
Skoog returned Sa 1
Lin a visit in Nt w Bedford M.
[There will be work •< Plea;
Iver Orange Wednesday nig:,'
first and econd degree
[rs. Helen Carlson John
le Beturday from Worct |
is. She will teach grades
three in the Washii |
00..

sonic Installation
nstallation of the officers of
itic Royal .Arch Chapter was hl
rday night in Vinalha\|
High Priest E H Bradst:
installing
officer
1st High Priest George Stracij
Captain Host.
'he officers are: High Priest. I’
aerts; King. E. H. Bradstn
ibe, L. E. Ames; captain h
orge Strachan; P S.. L. W La
R. A. C., O. V. Drew; master
third veil, G. A. Lawry; master
second veil, F. F. Ames; maste:
fhst veil, E. M. Hall: secretary
L, Boman; treasurer, A E Carv
chaplain, O. C Lane; sentinel. P
hite; finance officers. F L. R
s, E. H. Bradstreet. L. E Ann

d Men Installation
Chiefs of Pequoit Tribe of F
n will raise their chiefs at an 1
llation to be held at their ’>*
m Feb. 28. At 6 o'clock a chick
|pper will be prepared by a co
ittee from the Monarda Cour
Pocohontas, for Red Men a
dies, followed by the installat
d dance, to those who h
kets.
Installation ceremot
ttl be performed by Past Or.
chem, Bradford Redonett
t,w .

h

.1—iz,.-' ■.■...q

'

Warren Will Hold Town
Meeting Monday—Articles
Of Importance

H. L. Kllleran- was a business
visitor recently in Skowhegan.
News of the recent death of Mrs.
Laura Littlefield, was received with
deep regret. Mrs. Littlefield owned
and occupied a Summer home
in this town for many years and
had many friends here as well as
in adjoining towns, especially in
musical circles as she was a singer
of notable repute, and gave of her
services to aid many a worthy
cause.
Broad Cove Union Church is un
dergoing repairs interiorally by
Silas Hyler and' son Ray Hyler.
Mrs. Lizzie Maloney is visiting
her daughters in Friendship and
Medomak.
George Stewart is hauling pulpwood to Thomaston station from
this town, which was cut on the
Farnsworth lot and hauled to the
landing by F. A. Crute and son
Frank.
Frances Alley is staying with
Alvaro and Oscar Young while at
tending
Grammar School
in
Thomaston, being conveyed there
by Richard Fales, who drives sev
eral of the High School pupils
from this town and attends that
school himself.
Cards recently received from
Mrs. Dorothy Lindahl tell cf the
beautiful weather in Sarasota, Fla
also of the beautiful flowers, all of
which she is enjoying immensely.
Everett Davis is suffering from
an injured arm, caused when it
became caught in the wheel of
the engine in his beat. The wheel
tore the clothing from his body
on that side, burning the arm to
blisters and resulting in a severe
case of infection. The accident
occured while he and his brother
Riley Davis were hauling lobster
traps.
Mrs. Sarah Seavey is ill at her
home.
The severe cold weather the
past few days has closed mest of
the clam flats.
Despite inclement weather the
Girl Scouts with their Lieutenant,
Mrs. Barbara Lash .motored re
cently to Rockland where they
visited an ice cream making es
tablishment where the temperature
was several degrees below zero in
some of the rooms.
Kenneth Crute. eldest son of Mr.
and Mrs. Frank Crute who is sta
tioned at Fort McKinley, spent
a weekend recently with his par
ents.

Mr. and Mrs. Halvah Hart and
daughter Ann

spent Saturday

Rangeley.

in

WANT—Good results with poultry1

''

WARREN

Get Clements “Maine-Bred" Red-.
Rocks. Better quality at economical
prices due to our 4-Farms Co-opera
tion. Pullet chicks ln all breeds Wrr.e
for free catalogue now CLEME.\TH
BROTHERS FARMS. Rt. 33. Wbiterport. Me.

Mrs. Wendell Emery and brotherin-law, Charles Emery, were visitors
Saturday at Charles Dunbar’s.
.
L Bed chicks for sale, hatched
Mrs. Peary Merrifield Is confined from
2-year-old hens; also day-old
roosters 2c each
W. H. TOLMAN.
to bed by chicken pox.
Waldoboro, Tel. 153.
14-tf
Mrs. Rufus Bunker is employed
■■ 1
If a man takes a woman guest
at Peary Merrifield’s.
Mrs. Lloyd Moody and daughter to a restaurant which is famcu>
Irene passed the weekend in Port for certain foods, he may order for
her without consulting her.
land.
Mrs. Ella Bowley has returned
MILK CONTROL BOARD
home from a visit with her daugh
Notice of Hearing
ter, Mrs Alonzo J. Simmons, in
Under authority of Chapter 13, of
the Public Laws of 1935. as amended
Winnesquam, N H.
by Chapter 138 Public Laws of 193Mrs. Lucy Winston is on a busi the Control Board of the State of
Maine will- hold a public hearing r.
ness trip to Connecticut and New the
Knox County Court House. Roi kland. on Friday, February 28, 1941, at
York.
two-thirty p. m., for the purpose of
Hope Bowley spent the weekend establishing or changing minimum
with her parents. Mr. and Mrs. M. wholesale and retail prices to I*

charged for milk, meaning fluid milk
and cream, distributed for tale with
H. Bowley.
in the Rockland market, where'er
produced.
including
the
followin;
classes:
Brazilians who customarily vaca
1. By producer to consumer, deal
tion abroad are staying at home er or producer-dealer.
2. By dealer or producer-dealer to
and he,ping boom the local amuse stores
eltheT for consumption on the
preml-es
or resale to consumers.
ment. hotel, restaurant and cafe
3 By dealer or producer-dealer to
business.
consumer.
4 By stores to consumer.
5. By wholesaler to retailer
Subscribe to The Courier-Gazette
6. By any person not Included in
the foregoing classifications to snother
person for commercial purposes
Said Rockland market as desig
nated by said Board. Includes the city
of Rockland and the towns of Rock;
FUherie^0 wm*^ °n Sea and Shote port. OWlta Head and Camden id1
**s"®r,es WU1 give a public hearing within the County of Knox and the
Au^°°on8 at th<? State House ln towns at Damariscotta.
Newcastle.
Nobleboro and Waldoboro and the vil
FEB. 27. 1941. 2 p. M.
lages of Pemaquid. New Harbor. Pemaquld Pol ut. Pemaquid Beach and
duttr?8^1,pn 4?/S*" - Chamberlabi ln the town of Bristol
the County of Lincoln
&SL,5? ,«• *hd*ct allAllwithin
persons Interested are requested

LEGISLATIVE NOTICE

AN ACT permitting the dlRfrinff of to attend and offer testlmonv
MIU; CONTROL BOARI'
clams in the York River for bait oniv.
By Dorothy F, Folsom, Secretary
33-24
34-H

'

Months of Year and
Clubs Represented At
Waldoboro Supper

CUSHING

Prepared To Vote

■

Calendar Banquet

Every-Other-Day

'

Page Four

Zi

m&le.

First impressions c
ent, they’re hard to J

^ood first impressions J
Each envelope is
classified instantly by
name in the corner. '
three lines of black tyd
envelope, or a "privat
ive design that ties ini
Let us figure on yoi
submit some "corner
able to save you som<^

HE COUR!

ery-Other-Day '

lr

Evcry-Other-uay

VINALHAVEN
ft ft ftfe’
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Wiscasset, and District Deputy, O.
V. Drew and suite of Past Sachems
of Pequoit Tribe.
Installing officers are: P. O. S.,

Smith’s Vinalhaven Band In 1905

MARJORIE MILLS BROADCAST

MRS. OSCAR O. LAN®
Correspondent

\a
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tnd burning
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roper Instruction Low
•nt terms
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filtered T. J. FLEMTel 212-W
17-tf
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Te| 874-W or inquire
ILI fAMSON. 176 Main
____________ 24*26
led rooms to let. furilshetl for light hou.se’lvate bath Apply 65
TEL H87-M_____ 21-tf
centraJ location,
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17-25
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___________ 18-tf
o let at. 24 Crescent
nd lights. Newly renH
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ian. warm and sunnv.
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14-tf.
it 15 Grove St.
Te! 579-W

MRS

12-tf
ent with bath to let.
Opposite Maine Cenit reasonable. Inquire
>e Men's Shop. Main
ckland.
14-tf
nth three rooms and
Park St Center store
ek. V F. STUDLEY.
_____________ 14-tf
rnlshed. heated apt.
c hot water. At 15
FROST. Tel 318-W

______________ 14-tf
lent to let. modern
•d wood floors. Three
kitchenette. Apply
or TEL. 158 or 723-R.
____________ 14-tf
i furnished apt ~•
Inquire at 12 WARST.
14-tf

Chicks
esults with poultry?
Maine-Bred'' Reds.
•ialitv at economical
|r 4-Farms Co-operaln all breeds. Write
lie now CLEMENTS
<3. R: 33. Wlnterks for sale, hatched
hens; also day-old
W. H TOLMAN.

_____________ 14-tf

[cs a woman guest
which is fa me us
k. lie may order for
usulting her.
TKOL BOARD
of Hearing
of Chapter 13. of
of 1935. as amended
Public Laws of 1933.
rd of the State of
a public hearing in
C«urt House. RockFebruary 28, 1941, at
for the purpose of
changing minimum
retail prices to be
meaning fluid milk
buted for -ale wtthmarket. wherever
ling
the following

to consumer, deal•aier.
ir producer-dealer to
consumption on the
e to consumers,
r producer dealer to
consumer.
to retailer,
an not Included In
siticatlons to another
ercia.1 purposes
market as deslgird. include, the city
the towns of RockI and Cainden all
y of Knox and the
rlscotta. Newcastle,
ddoboro and the vllNew Harbor. Pemanaquld Beach and
the town of Bristol
unty of Lincoln,
rested are requested
tr testimony.
CONTROL BOARD.
t

F. Folsom, Secretary.

34-it

' Bradford Redonnet; O. P. O„ V.
Monday through Friday at 1.30 P. M„ over Stations WNAC, Boston;
i Drew; Q. s. 'S., Lafayette Smith;
WTAG, Worcester; WCSH. Portland; WICC, Bridgeport; WTIC, Hart
Q. J S., Guy Snowman; G. K. and
ford; WEAN. Providence; WLBZ, Bangor.
An al -day session of the Red C. of w. ;Hollis Burgess Sr • O S
|fI,
v-dl be held Wednesday at! w. J. Billings; C. K. of Records’
Awhile ago we ,ead abgut the plaining the endurance plan worked
|;he latter Day Saints Church.
Max Conway; G. M. W. H. IngerEnglish custom of pouring co’.d out by Knox using Knox gelatine.
Cj,1 Anderson returned Saturday ! sen.
Elected officers: Prophet,
custard sauce over deep disn app'e It also includes a new Knox leaf
l.o >',■.• York after a visit with nis I Harry Young; Sachem, Hilton
or berry “tart" served warm from let of recipes “Low Sugar Desserts
Mrs Charles Anderson.
Young; Senior Sagamore, Lyford
the oven and passed the iiet on to and Salads,” and the Maltex folder
One O Clock Club met Sat- * Philbrook; Junior Sagamore, George j
you.
Now Betty Bamforth of of illustrated card file size recipes.
Lrcj-,v night with Mr. and Mrs Swears; Chief of Records, Melville
Springfield sends us a clipping You’ll also get the G. Washington
Smith; Keeper of Wampum, O. V.
v K Coombs.
which explains the famous old Broth Aces leaflet called “Quick
Cooley House in that town grew Tricks.” the Nestle folder of
\1. Ruth Lyford returned Sat- Drew; Collector of Wampum, C. M.
Lrd;i'. from Rocland where she has F. Ames.
famous for this concoction back in recipes using Nestles Semi-Sweet
Pequoit Tribe is proud to have
1860. It may have been the fore Chocolate, and the Kirkman cata
been ':est of her aunt Mrs' Harry
an able suite of officers to raise
runner of apple pie and ice cream. log of free premiums. All these
Da bey
their chiefs and are looking forMrs. Cooley spiced her pies with will be sent you if you’ll ask for
Hcb.s Burgess
and
r- -ay ’ Jr., —
•« •room ward to that jq0 percent Red Man
both
cinnamon and nutmeg, glazed the kitchen library and address
students at
„ .*
ma Bail Clements,
.
Bradford Redonnet, Past Great
the
upper
crust with milk and Marjorie Mills, Yankee Network,
University of Maine, passed the' -achem of Maine, to’ be with them
served them warm with cold cus Boston, Mass., or your own station.
weekend with Mr. and Mrs. Hollis
on that date. Arey’s orchestra wiil
Gclden Date Strips—One cup
tard sauce, liberally flavored with
Burgess Sr.
furnish music.
dates. 2 eggs, ’-i cup peanut butte-,
vanilla. Let's try it!
X! Pauline Turner has returned
2-3
cup maple flavored syrup, 1’*
Edna
Parsncw
of
Fitchburg
has
t0 a ib.irn. having been guest ot Mrs. Blanche McElroy
cups graham cracker crumbs,
a
new
twist
with
that
favorite
Mrs. Blanche (Cassie) McElroy,
Xiis, Margaret Kinley.
French-toast-fried ham sandwich teaspoon baking powder.
XI
Maude Davis has returned j wife of Bernard McElroy, died
Pit the dates and cut the fruit
you should try. Buttered slices of
{ro n Ncrih Haven and is visiting j Feb. 18 in Worcester, Mass. Deinto
pieces. Beat the eggs, add the
bread
are
put
together
with
a
fairly
ilPr on uliter Mrs. Henry Ewell,
I ceased was the daughter of Mrs.
thin slice of ham and one of cheese, peanut butter and blend well. Add
(, ;,n Bound Rebekah Lodge Mary (Milne) Cassie and the late
then dipped in beaten egg and milk the maple flavored syrup and fruit
xul bole a rehearsal of the worl: Andrew Cassie.
and sauteed in butter until golden and mix thoroughly. Stir the bak
Mrs. McElroy wgs born 50 years
tnnigm
•
brown. Mustard might be spread ing powder into the cracker
Mr and Mrs Lewis Burgess and ago in this town, where she passed
on the cheese and she sometimes crumbs and add to the fruit mix
er Roseanne of North Haven her girlhood days. She was a mem
spreads one slice of the bread with ture. Mix well. Pour Into a shalof Wocdcock-Cassie-Coombs
rP Vi itors at the home of M.'. ber
sandwich spread. Set these forth ! low greased or waxed paper lined
; Post Auxiliary.
;,;;1 M;.- Alston Roberts,
with a lettuce cup of cole slaw, a pan and bake In a moderate oven
Besides her husband, Bernard
x;. John Wentworth has re
dill pickle cut fan-shape and you (350 degrees F.) for 30 minutes.
McElroy, she is survived by a
While the cake is still warm jeturned lrom Portland
have something.
M: Martha Thompson is guest daughter, Mrs. Roberta Kittredge;
Mrs. L. C. Stiles in Stoneham move from pan and cut into bars
I (r | t . aUnt Mrs. Ruth Johnson in J a son John McElroy; her mother,
makes delectable cheese and ham and roll in powdered sugar.
|'Mrs. Maiy Cassie; sisters. Mrs. Lena
Hamburger Biscuits and Cream
open face sandwiches ... a can of
F i Robertson lias returned to Stanley and Mrs. Katherine Morse;
I
Gravy
—One small onion, minced, 1
deviled ham and a package of
brothers, Andrew Cassie of this
I
pound
ground beef shoulder or
Belmont High School
snappy cheese blended, spread on
Top row, left to right: Charles Haskell, Carleten s. Clarke Le'**v’’r Mendall, Foster B. Snow, Joseph W. Kittredge. Carl L. Leafe, Willard C. rounds of buttered bread toasted on ' round, salt and pepper, baking
At Christian Endeavor Sunday town and Charles Cassie of Mon
Winslow. Middle row: Willis C. Kossuth, Sidney L. Winslow, Walter II. Ingerson, W. A. (Bert) Smith, Merle E. Tolman, George Kay. Bottom row:
I night Miss Mildred Brinkworth led treal; also several nieces and Alfred Creed, Wyvan Greene, Ernest 11. Smith, Carl Greene, Lyford Arey.
cne side, then set under the broiler 1 powder biscuit dough.
nephews.
Fry the minced onion in a small
the meeting, with prayer by Miss
to tcast on the other until the
The remains were brought here
i amount of shortening In a fry.ng
cheese
and
meat
blend.
Garnish
| Carolyn Alley.
leader for about a year when Kit CLARK ISLAND
Ml George Bragdon will en- Friday and funeral services were
with sweet pickle slices for a party. pan, then add the chopped meat,
tredge again took over the baton
Harrison
Colbath
and
Bcyd
Morse
held
at
the
Headley
funeral
home.
season with salt and pepper, and
THE STORY OF
tertain the Rainbow Club this
and has been the leader of Smith’s ! of New York (formerly of this To serve with soup or a salad as
stir
and cook until the meat loses
Rev.
Kenneth
Cook,
pastor
of
week.
Vinalhaven and all other bands up place) have entered the Artillery lunch for the family you could use its red color. Roll out baking
slices of bread and cut in finger
Mrs. Fcrrest Maker and Mrs. Union Church officiated. There
to this date (1941).
service and are stationed in Texas. lengths when toasted.
powder biscuit dough about '□
were
many
beautiful
floral
tributes.
Saturday
Skoog
returned
Lucy
Smith’s Vinalhaven Band lost
inch thick, cut with a fairly large
Mbs
Hazel
Lane
ol
Rockport
was
Members
of
the
American
Legion
Mass.
There
are
two
bocks
of
tested
visit
in
New
Bedford.
frem a
several of its members before it |I a caller Wednesday on Mrs. Jessie
By
Sidney
L.
Winslow
cutter.
Put a tablespoon of the
recipes we can offer you I'd like
Tliere will be work at Pleasant Auxiliary attended in a body. In
made its first public appearance but Williams.
you to ask for especially. One is prepared meat in the center of cne
|
Grange Wednesday night on terment was in John Carver ceme
Ever since I can remember there has been a Vinalhaven band that
a sufficient number of the boys hung
tery.
The
bearers
were
members
the brand new Kemp’s Sun-Rayed biscuit, cover with another, and
James
Harrison
’
s
health
is
slowhas been a credit to the community, and which has averaged up
[the first and second degrees.
by to keep the necessary instru- <
of
Woodcock-Cassie-Coombs
Post;
pretty
well
w
ith
the
other
bands
with
which
it
has
come
in
contact.
Tomato Juice book called ”46 Ways press down the sides to keep the
Mr> Helen Carlson Johnson
mentation and when it posed for its j ‘y improving
I
am
"Pleased
to
state
that
Vinalhaven
’
s
grand
old
citizen,
the
late
Bruce
Gr
indie.
L.
W.
Lane,
Ralph
Icanie Saturday from Worcester,
Mrs. William Caven and daugh- to use Tcmato Juice." This is a meat from bursting cut in the bak
first picture in June. 1905, the line
Owen P. Lyons, was a member of the original Vinalhaven band and
Brown,
Everett
Libby.
Elmer
Sim

xia
She will teach grades two
; ter Doris of Rockland visited Sun new book, hot off the press. It con ing. Continue until meat and bis
had been directly or indirectly connected with all subsequent
up was as follows:
tains marvelously easy recipes that cuit dough are used up. Bake in
and three in the Washington mons and H. A Townsend.
day at their heme here.
Vinalhaven bands to date. Joseph W. Kittredge, leader of our
Joseph
W.
Kittredge,
solo
B
flat
a hot oven (450 degrees F.) for 12
Those from out of town to attend
present day band, and several other members of the organization
School.
William Leppanen of Bennington, call for Kemp's Sun-Rayed Toma to 15 minutes. While they are
cornet.
to Juice, recipes you’ll use over and
the services were: Bernard McElroy
were at one time, pupils of Mr. Lyons. A large amount of the
Carl L. Leafe, solo B fiat cornet. N. H. and Long Cove called on over again.
Masonic Installation
baking, make a, cream gravy in the
material used in the first part of the following story was taken
and son John McElroy, Mr. and
friends here recently.
from the files of The Courier-Gazette and Vinalhaven Echo.
Foster B. Snow, first cornet.
Installation of the officers of At Mrs. Keith Kittredge. Mr. and Mrs.
The other one is the Good Luck frying pan in which the meat was
Charles Crcmwell of Providence
Calrcton S. Clarke, second cornet.
lantic Royal Arch Chapter was held Andrew
recipe book, illustrated, and filled cocked. Serve on plates from the
Cassie
of
Worcester,
is
visiting his parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Leander Marshall, E flat cornet.
with dozens and dozen., of delicious stove, pouring a little gravy over
Thursday night in Vinalhaven. Mass.; Mr. and Mrs. Daniel Stall- I
<Fourth Installment)
'alma mater in the highest sensp of
Charles Butler.
each biscuit.
W.
A.
Smith,
trombone.
Put High Priest E. H. Bradstreet ley, Portland; Charles Cassie, Mon
In the early 1900 s several atremp ' the word, for it was not only the 1
Miss Dorethy Jackson visited re i recipes for desserts using Good
Willis
C.
Kossuth,
tenor.
Apricot , Bavarian Cream — One
■ hhng officer assisted by treal;
'
Luck
prepared
pie
crust
and
Good
Herbert Cassie, Boston; were made to organize a r.ew band. I place of meeting but the band s ,
cently with Mr. and Mrs. William
Alfred F. Creed, alto.
tab'.espcon Knox gelatine,
cup
11
lick
desserts.
Beth
are
yours
for
I Past High Priest George Straflhan Douglass
Gilchrist, Whitinsville. The group of young men then em- ' greatest source of revenue, tlirougn
Williams of Camden. While there
i the asking if you'll ask fcr them cold water, ’4 cup sugar, 1 cup
|a Captain Host.
Mass.; Mr. and Mrs. Oscar Water ployed at the Lane-Libby fish plant ijthe dancing parties held there an- j Lyford Arey, alto.
she attended the Snow Bowl Car
J by name. Address Marjorie Mills, apricot puree, fresh cr canned, 1
The officers are: High Priest, F. L. man. Mr. and Mrs. Irven Stone, I were seriously planning to organize "'der the auspices of the band, and i Carl Greene, clarinet.
nival.
j Yankee Network, Boston, Mass., or tablespoon lemon juice, few grains
Wyvan
Greene,
clarinet.
I Robe: '
King. E. H. Bradstreet; North Haven.
a band and had engaged Arthur C. for which it furnished the music. ,
Mr. and Mrs. James Harrison bad
salt, 1 cup heavy cream, whipped.
Merle
E.
Tolman,
baritone.
your own station.
scribe. L. E. Ames; captain host,
Vinal. a talented young musician, to | Only once in its whole career did
as recent guests, Mrs. Emma Kin
Put the gelatine and water into
Walter
H.
Ingerson.
B
flat
bass.
We’ve mentioned the Kitchen Li
George Strachan; P. S.. L. W. Lane;
act in the capacity of instructor, but Smith’s Vinalhaven Band have to;
ney
and
Wilfred
Robinson
of
a
saucepan and let soak for five
George Kay. E flat bass.
brary several times—a set cf recipe
R A C. O V. Drew; master of SOUTH THOMASTON
the untimely death of Mr. Vinal put resort to the solicitation of funds for >
Wiley s Corner. Miss Hazel Lane of
minutes,
then place the pan over
Sidney L. Winslow, E fiat bass.
bcoks you may have for the asking.
thud veil. G. A. La wry; master of I Walter Ripley of Earre passed an end to these espirations.
its support, and that was in October. 1
Rockport. Mr. and Mrs. Edward
boiling
water.
When the gelatine
Ernest
H
Smith,
snare
drum.
This “Library” includes the Brer
l.econd veil. F. F. Ames; master c' last weekend with his parents Mr
In 1903 another group of young 1304 a few months prior to the time
Hopkins cf Scuth Thomaston and
Is
dissolved,
add
the sugar, fruit
Willard
C.
Win'lew,
bass
drum.
Rabbit recipe book, enclosed in
first veil, E. M. Hall; secretary, C and Mrs. Fred Ripley.
men became imbued with the band it was given permission to conduct (
son Murray of Dedham. Mass., and
Juices
and
salt,
remove
from the
Charles Haskell, Jr., cymbals.
which is the pamphlet “Something
I Boman; treasurer, A. E. Carver;
Mrs. Orrin Benner has returned idea and the veteran bandman and weekly dancing parties in Town i
Mr. and Mrs. James Felt of Thom
heat,
and
let
stand
until
cold and
Every Mother Should Know." It
i
:. in. O C. Lane; sentinel. P. A. from Knox Hospital where she was first instructor of the original Vinal hall. The amount raised by solid- I During the months of June and aston.
beginning
to
set;
then
beat
with a
includes the Knox booklets, one ex
. finance officers. F. L. Rcb- a patient three weeks.
Mrs. F. W. Robbins and daughter
haven band. G. F. Meservey of Rock- tation was about $10, a part cf July. 1904. the band struggled with
wire
whip
until
frothy
and
thick,
E H. Bradstreet. L. E. Ames.
At Wessawcskeag Grange de land was engaged as director of the which was used in purchasing a bass the beginners’ band book which Mrs. George Moody of Rockville which has been remodelled after fold in the whipped cream. Let
contained such classics as “Dandy were recent visitors at the heme of
grees were conferred Wednesday new organization. Mr. Meservey drum and set of cymbals.
Red Men Installation
stand in the refrigerator until firm
the recent fire.
Prior to this the members had Quickstep, "Joys of Wedlock, etc. Mr. and Mrs. Maurice Jones.
made one trip to Vinalhaven in con
night
on
Mrs.
Samuel
Jackson
and
Chiefs of Pequoit Tribe of Red
Mrs. Bessie Hewett visited Wed before serving.
-----nection with this enterprise, but the been paying weekly dues for the Early in August the father cf all,
Butter Puffs — One and oneI'!-., .'.ill raise their chiefs at an in- Mr. Jackson was readmitted to j
nesday
at the Charles L. Gregory’
COVE
band’s support, the amount paid, V.naihaven bands. O P. Lyons, was j
band did not materialize.
fourths cups Ceresota Flour, % tea
:al!ation to be held at their wig- membership. A musical program
residence.
engaged
as
instructor.
“
Darr
Waltz,"
j
Meantime several of the boys. Joe weekly by each member was 15
Mrs. A. R. Grinnell of Camden
cup Land
| ' am Feb 28. At 6 o’clock a chicken consisting cf piano and piano ac
Miss Dobbins, nurse, has been spoon Sterling Salt,
Kittredge, Bert Smith and Carl cents and a half pint of kerosene etc., were temporarily abandoned; was guest Tuesday of Mrs. Helen
cordion
selections
was
given
by
:
engaged this week at Mrs Mary OLakes butter, powdered sugar.
apper will be prepared by a cornThe kerosene was used in the two after he took charge and the band H. Gregory.
Sift the flour and measure, then
mittee from the Monarda Council Charles Lundel! of Rock.and, Ed- Leafe. had been sufficiently inter
Hall
’s.
ested to learn to play instrument-' Rochester lamps used in lighting put on a diet of scales and chorals,, Miss Betty Wellman of Rockport
sift again with the salt. Cream the
nf Pocohontas. for Red Men and. win Tyler read an original story,
the band room and occasionally *n and under his expert tutorship pro is visiting her sister, Mrs. Clifton
ladie.' followed by the installation humorous and witty. The third j and were invited to play with thp
Those who best know human butter in « bowl and gradually add
“pick up” band that was to furnish kindling the fire in the big box sto .'e gressed rapidly, and how happy Carroll.
nature
will acknowledge most fully the flour, working it into a stiff
and dance, to those who hold and fourth degrees will be conon the stage of the hall, the same were the band boys when they | Thomas Farley and family are what a strength light hearted non dough. Forwi into little balls abcut
tiikets.
Installation ceremonies ferred next Wednesday night on music for Memorial Day.
A highly enthusiastic trio was old stage, where a few years before, learned to play their first real: again occupying the Hall tenement sense gives to a hard working man. an inch in diameter, and bake in a
will be performed by Past Orand Mrs. Jackson and Miss Barbara
Messrs. Kittredge. Smith and Leafe the Sheas, Brytons, Brennans. Far- “tune, Columbia the Gem of the ,
hot oven (400 degrees F.) for 15
Sachein. Bradford Redonett, of Ross. Supper will follow.
after playing in that band on Me nums, Townsends, Gradys and Ocean.”
minutes. Remove from pan im
morial Day (1904) and the seed for other favorites had thrilled local | Feb. 14. 1905, Smith’s Vinalhaven
mediately and roll at cnce in pow
a new band was thereby sown which audiences in the enactment cf the Band made its official debut when
dered sugar. Serve hot or cold.
"FATHER’S SON”
rapidly took root and on June 13 popular plays and melodipmas of it gave its first concert in Me- '
Stuffed Lettuce Salad—One head
morial hall. From this time on the :
of the same year. Smith’s Vinal their time.
lettuce, not too solid 1 small can
Bert Smith was the band's first band did not have to resort to the |
haven Band, named in honor of rts
crab meat, flaked. 2 eggs, hard
organized. W. A. (Bert> Smith, came leader. Later J. W Kittredge was solicitation of funds for its support
cooked and cooled. 6 olives, (ripe
chosen in this capacity, he being as through its concerts, minstrel
into being.
or green) chopped fine, 1 teaspoon
The old Town hall was this band's succeeded by Carl Leafe. Leafe was shows, fairs, etc., it was practically
minced onion, salt and white pep
self-supporting. This, of course,
per, mayonnaise.
was made possible by the citizens
Wash the head of lettuce without
Strand Theatre Wednesday-Thursday
who gave it the use of the Town hall
breaking or cutting apart; turn
and .heir loyal patronage to all the
upside down to drain. Mix crab
bands enterprises.
meat, eggs, olives, onicn, and sea
Du ing the first few years of thr
sonings, adding enough inayonnais?
| band' > occupation of the Town hall
to hold mixture together.
it pai 1 an annual rental of $50. but
Stand the head of lettuce rightlater i vote was taken at town meet
side-up on a bed of curly lettuc3
ing tc give the use of the hall in re
leaves and, beginning at the bot
turn for the furnishing of music on
tom, stuff the crab mixture lightly
Memorial Day and a series of con
■
inside each leaf of the head. Deco
certs in the bandstand during the
rate with mayonnaise and paprika,
Summer months.
and with tomato slices, pickle^,
The first uniforms worn by
beets or other desired garnish.
Smith's Vinalhaven Band were of
Serve at the table, “carving" the
dark blue material with black braid
head into two, four, or six sections
on the outer seams of the trousers
as desired.
The caps were made of the same
MENU
material with a small gold V on the
Breakfast
front. These uniforms were used
First impressions count. Good, bad or indiffer
Cranberry Juice with
!
for
about
two
years,
when
new
ones
Grapefruit Juice
ent, they’re hard to change. So it pays to make
1 were procured.
Fiied Wheat Cereal with
Booth Tarkington s newest bad stand.ng and realizes that under
The new uniforms were green with
^ood first impressions.
Maple Syrup
a yellow scroll edged with black on boy makes Warner Bros.’ "Father’s neath the brusqueness he loves her
Each envelope is your personal messenger,
Coffee
! the front of the coats. There was Son” which opens at the Park and their son. Billy is a healthy,
classified instantly by the appearance of your
Lunch
Theatre today, a delightful piece normal.
mischievous
specimen,
black
braid
on
the
outer
seams
of
'Stuffed
Lettuce Salad
name in the corner. Which is more impressive
the trousers. The caps were of the of film fare. The story is a sym and his pranks irk the conven
’
Butter
Puffs
three lines of black type on a government stamped
bell top variety, on the front of pathetic family tale told with fine tional father.
’Golden Date Strips
envelope, or a ’’private” envelope with an attract
Domestic disccrd reaches a climax
each were the letters S. V. B. done understanding, and the cast Is
Canada Dry Ginger Ale
capable,
including
screen
veteran
and Billy runs away frem home.
in gold thread and encircled by a
ive design that ties in with your letterhead?
Dinner
John
Litel,
charming
and
attrac

When
he
returns,
his
father
im

wreath.
Several
years
later
a
black
‘Hamburger Biscuits and
Let us figure on your next envelope order and
uniform was worn by his band. tive British actress Frieda Inescort mediately starts treating the whole
Cream Gravy
submit some ’’corner card” ideas. We may be
The caps had a gold wreath similar and as the boy an impish, talented situation his own way, and Billy
Cream Style Com
to the ones on the green uni- boy, Billy Dawson.
and his mother leave together.
able to save you some money, too.
with Green Peppers
Betty Field and Fredric March are shown above in a happy, romantic forms encircling the letters S.V B
As the stuffed shirt, small town When Billy realizes hew unhappy
Baked
Squash
mood, before terror strikes their island paradise of Samburan, near Java.;
be*continued)
lawyer father. Jchn Litel is re his mother is away from his
Celery and Cabbage Salad
in Paramount’s filmixation of Joseph Conrad’s famous novel of exciting
sponsible for a home full of ten father, the lad contrives to get
•Apricot Bavarian Cream
adventure and romance, “Victory." March’s role in the immortal story is
that of the island recluse Hendrik Heyst, who distrusts the world, and COUBIEB-GAZETTE WANT ADS sion and unhappiness. His wife, them together In a fast-paced, ex
Coffee

THE VINALHAVEN BAND

PARK THEATRE TODAY & WEDNESDAY

THE COURIER-GAZETTE

Miss Field’s role b that of Alma, who restores hb faith through love.

j

WORK WONDERS

played by Mias Inescort, is under citing climax.

* Recipes given.

Every-Other-Day'

gvery-Other-Da
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THROUGH THE MAGIC DOOR

the home of Harold Buzzell In Sim
onton where a Are which caught
around the chimney was in progress.
Considerable damage to the cham
bers was done by smoke and wa
ter with the less of furniture and
A family party was held Sunday j clothing.
The contents of the
night at the home of Mr. and Mrs. I lower floor were carried to safety.
Roland Crockett in observance of ' Mr. and Mrs. Buzzell and family
their 3C<h wedding anniversary, have moved temporarily to the J.
with their ten children and their
C. Davis house on Union street,
families present. Supper was served
planning to return to Simonton as
with the guests seated at two long
soon as their heme can be made
tables, Mr. and Mrs. Crockett, the
ready for re-occupancy.
couple present married the greatest
Keith Crockett was at home from
number of years, heading one table,
Gorham
Normal School to spend
and Mr and Mrs. Harold Kaler, the
the
weekend.
most recently married couple pres
Donald Welt who has been sta
ent. heading the other. The delec
table menu featured a beautifully tioned at a CCC camp in New
decorated anniversary cake, and a Hampshire has returned home and
gift was presented to Mr. and Mrs. is now employed at the Baldwin
Crockett. Those present: Mr. and Dry Cleaning establishment in
Mrs. Clrzence Carr, Mr. and Mrs. Camden.
Langdon Crockett, Mr. and Mrs.
The Baptist Ladies' Circle will
Harold Kaler of Rockland, Mr. and meet Wednesday at the home of
Mrs. Keith Crockett. Mr. and Mrs Mrs. Minetta Paul.
Herbert Crockett, Mr. and Mrs
A daughter, Elizabeth Ann, was
Vere Crockett of Thomaston, Mr bom Feb. 22 to Mr. and Mrs. How
and Mrs. Ernest Crockett, Harvey ard A. Carroll at Augusta General
Crcckett, Priscilla Crockett and Hospital. Mr. Carroll is the son
Mr. and Mrs. Russell Staples and of Mr. and Mrs. Walter E. CarMisses Virginia and Natalie Nash. roll of this town, and is employed
Earle Dean has resumed his du in the office cf the Central Maine
ties at the R. W. Buzzell Co. after Power Co. in Augusta.
being absent for several days due
A union service will be held Fri
to an attack of tonsilltis.
day night at the Baptist Church in
The G. F. Burgess Fire Co. an observance of “The World’s Day
swered a call Saturday fornoon to of Prayer.’’ An invitation has been
to serve on several important com
mittees. On this committee to
which she has just been elected
chairman she will head a group
of nearly one hundred assistants.

ROCKPORT
ft ft ft ft
LIDA O. ORAMFNTY
Correspondent
ft ft ftft
TeL ZO9

Schools in town resumed sessions
Monday following a weeks vacaJ tion.
'
Melvine Welt, stationed at Ft.
j McKinley, was at home over the
weekend.
Miss Geneva Fuller of the High
School faculty has returned from
Hallowell where she spent the
school vacation with her parents.
Invitations are being issued to the
: Lac’ies’ Aid oirthday party which
will take place Wednesday night at
the Methodist vestry. An interest
ing program is being arranged.
Word has been received that
Miss Lois Burns, a member of the
Senior Class at the Sargent School
of Physical Education in Cami bridge, Mass., has been elected
i chairman for the joint meeting and
dance of the Radcliffe, M. I. T„
Harvard, Tufts and Boston Univer
sity Retummoc Clubs that is to be
held at the Sargent College, Feb.
28. Miss Burns has been an honor
student during her entire course at
the School, having been awarded
several scholarships and selected

extended to all churches in town
to attend.
Frank S. Edwards, 69, proprietor
of Hotel Edwards, Camden for sev
eral years, and a resident of this
town fcr the past four years, died
suddenly Sunday at his heme on
Richards Hill. Funeral services will
be held Wednesday at 1 o’clock at

the residence,
An uninsulated house usually re.
quires 40 to 50^ per cent more fuel
tha none that is fully insulated. in
walls and top floor ceiling, with
wall-thick Insulation.
’• '
■
Subscribe to The Courier-Gazette

“OPEN
HOUSE”

Knox Hospii
Auxiliary benefit held
tjie home of Mr. and
Tirrell. proved vei
* amounting t
proceeds

QPFpIAI
ori-A-'i™-.
Reg. Value $3.95

Only

$O 19

This beautiful Sandwich-Toaster is fully chrome plated; has
genuine walnut handles.

Toasts two full size pieces and makes

either two or three decker sandwiches.

Grills bacon; fries ham,

eggs, chops, hotcakes.

CENTI

THOMASTON

INI

POWakXbMPANY

ft ft ft ft
SHIRLEY T. WILLIAMS
Correspondent
ft ft ft ft
Tel. 190

Miss Eloise Williams is recover
ing from an attack of influenza
and would welcome calls from
friends.
Guy Lermond spent the weekend
at his heme here and on his return
to Boston was accompanied by Mrs.
Lermond and daughter, Glenice,
who are visiting in Boston and East
Hartford, Conn., this week.
Mts Genevieve Bradlee with
guests. Mis Antonio Christovel,
John Dorsey and Thomas Dorsey,
of Winchester, Mass., spent the
weekend at her home here.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Wyllie, Mr.
and Mrs. John B. Paulsen. Rev. and
Mrs. H. S Kilborn, Mrs. Fred But
ler. Mrs. Lucy Sillery, Mrs. Amy
Tripp, Mrs. Leona Starrett, Mrs.
Lavinia Whitney, Millard Gillmore,
Ralph and Richard Paulsen, repre
sented the Baptist Church at the
quarterly meeting of the Lincoln
Baptist Association held Friday in
Camden.
William McNamara Is a patient at
the New England Baptist Hospital
in Boston.
Thirty members and guests cf the
Fpworth League enjoyed a social
at the Federated vestry Friday
night. Various games were played
under the direction cf Rev. Mr.
Leach and refreshments were served
by the Misses Saliy Gray, Jean Crie
and Ruth Miller.
Mrs. Nellie Wade has returned
to Waldoboro after spending sev
eral months with her sister, Mrs.
Abbie Montgomery.
Miss Evelyn Hahn was hestess
Friday night to her club, Les Hautes
Chapeaux, the occasion being in
the nature of a reunion of mem
bers, there having been no meetings
since June. Two members. Miss
Leah Tillson and Miss Marie Clark
are attending Farmington Normal
School and were eagerly welcomed
back to the group for this party.
Others present were Miss Ruth
Cassidy of Rockland, Miss Natalie
Bell, Miss Pauline Burnham, Miss1
Lizzie Tuttle, and Mrs. Hazel Cook
The evening was spent scoially and
refreshments were served. Dcorations were of red, white and blue.
Williams-Brazier .Auxiliary met i
Friday afternoon at the home of;
Mrs. Edwin Lynch. During the
business meeting it was voted to
order the poppies for the Memorial |
Day sale, also decided to have a
cooked food sale Friday at 1.30 at
Donaldson's Store Mrs. Olive Bra
zier and Mrs. Emma Kalloch were
appointed to take charge of the
•■ale. The next meeting will be
Ma. eh 21 at the home of Mrs

Mr. and Mrs. Harry
Wotton) of Portland
in the city during Foe
Mr Clay's secretary’

The
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Dr. and Mrs. H.
have returned from
where they spent the

Miss Cynthia MacAl
tery was a guest last
Marie Dodge.

Mr. and Mrs. A. G
Mr. and Mrs. Robei
motored Sunday to
Dollivers continued tc
Conn., where they w
for several weeks of
Sadler.

We’re now comfortably located in our beautiful new store in the
Masonic Block and we are just as proud of it as we can be.

We are extremely anxious to show you our new surroundings and

Harry

are holding “Open House” simultaneously with the opening of the Ma

Mrs. Bernard Fitzgc
turned from a short tr

All of our offices and store are on the first floor and basement of this

The doors will be wide open with a warm welcome

Miss Eleanor Hall rt
| day to St. Joseph Acac
land, after spending
with her parents, M
Charles S. Hail, Jr.

to all.

When looking over the Masonic Block be sure to come in and see

ONLY

the many new and interesting things that make this store one of the out

• a 95
(A regular ><-95

Mr. and Mrs. Dc
I Old County road, en
urday evening in hoi
! Mrs. Paul Thompson
I cently married Mrs
| ing Mrs. Teel’s sistei
were; Mr. and Mrs.

standing in Maine.
•S’i'SS—

Special demonstrations will be conducted, and attendants will be on

most pleasant one.

Casserole
ind Steamer

“

i

shouW be
Really, no h,om
one, at 'east!

or the price of
the
Casserole
alone — a regliar $5.45 value,
now

I son, Mr. and Mrs. R
Phipptiburg; Mr. anc
Taylor, Mr. and Mrs.
| cr. Mr. and Mrs. I
Miss Velma Page,

$4.95

I Leonard. Henry Mi
Nickerson.
Oaylanc
I Bath; Mr. and Mrs.
rick, Mrs. Annie To
den; Mr. and Mrs.
MY. and Mrs. Stan
and son Ronald. Bel
Mrs. Bert Keene. I
| Elmer Teel, Mrs. Ai
Mrs. Mabie Colson.
| Pomeroy. Mrs. Me
Mrs. Alice Hassell. I
I Sawyer. Miss Doroth;
Donald Teel, Jr., Roc
| con was served and
tive and useful gifts

CEHTR .WAAIHE
POWEI

1MPAMY

CENTRAMMAINE
POWtlbeOMeAMV

General Electric

Refrigerators Are Here I

Just a few at this price
$19.95 TOASTER SERVICE

“OPEN HOUSE”

SPECIAL SALE

Only

$2,10 value Wallamps

$1195

°H"

$1.95 down
$2.00 monthly

facysSf

6'" Fleifie Indirect
Diffusing Bowl

$

Parchment P«p«r Shade
Hendsome
Coloniel Design
Model illustrated Is
the B-l, selling (ur
$209.95.

IT'S G-F FOR MF!

H

More people prefer a General Electric than any
other refrigerator—and now G-E Refrigerators are
priced within reach of every budget. Come nt today
—see the many new features and learn how easily
you can own the G-E of your choice,

CENTRALtiftMAI N E
POWBftxCbMPAMY

Imagine, this colorful DeLuxe Automatic 2-Slice Toaster Service—
the toaster every woman wants, strikingly designed in beautiful chrome
plate and fully automatic (with pop-up feature) complete with Buffet
Service consisting of handsome large serving tray, four variecolor pot
tery relish dishes, 2 chromeplated bread racks. All for only $11.95.

Antique Ivory Finish
Pin Up Lie a Picture
Where You Want

UURRY( They won't last long at these
.
E.*ch l«"P
• big 6 inch
plastic oiffesmg bowl to eliminate glare
. . . a smart parchment paper shade

. . . end a 100 watt bulb without extra
charge.
it s the
just pin
feature
ing.

You'll want more then one, for
handiest lamp you ever sew
it up end patented stay-straight
keeps it from tipping or swing,

During the c:

FLOOR Cl

centraiQmaine

Armstrong
leum rbmnan

Good Light

square yards—

For all the places where you need good light

CEHTRAmMAIME
POWEBxtOMPAMY

Visit Lucien K. Or
second floor, 16 Schoo
Fellows Block. City, f,
Coats and Cloth Coats
Prices.

ALT
SP

EQUIPPED WITH
INDIRECT BOWL FOR
BETTER LIGHT—BETTER SIGHT

100 Witt Lamp
Bulb Included

II

99c
Bulb
included

More than a dozen beau
tiful new G-E models at
lowest prices and easiest
terms in history.

Prices start
at

Robishaw

Mass, was weekend guq
ents, Mr. and Mrs. Ra
shaw, Columbia avenu

sonic Block.

hand to show you throughout our new home, and to make your call a

Mr. and Mrs. Eu
celebrated their ninth
niversary Saturday ev
tertalning Mr. and
Robarts, Mr. and) Mt
son. Mr. andi Mrs
and Mr. and Mrs. All
Lunch was served a
crjstal glassware war
the host and hostes.,.

Mrs. Vaughn Kem
turned to her home

It’s “Open House” Thursday

beautiful building.

Mrs. Nellie Hall
the Thursday Contrac
heme this week.

Mr. and Mrs. Alfr
and Mr. and' Mrs. E
left Monday for a brie
Boston.

(Continued from Page One)

Charles Smith. Mrs. Lynch was Gray for high scores and Mrs Ja
assisted in serving refreshments by cobs and Mr. Crie for low.
Frank McCallum of Waterville
Mrs. Smith and Mrs. Weston
was in town Saturday calling on
Young
friends.
The Baptist Ladies' Circle will
Grace Chapter O.E.S. meets Wed
meet Wednesday for work in the nesday night.
afternoon, business meeting at 5
Mr. and Mrs. A. G. Antalini (Mar
o'clock and a public supper at 6 garet Flshback* returned yesterday
o'clock. Mrs. Georgie Wyllie, Mrs. to New York after spending the
Helen Creamer, Mrs. Nellie Orff, weekend at their Summer home in
Miss Barbara Maxey and Miss Bar Cushing.
bara Vinal are in charge of the
Prof . and Mrs. Arthur Galen
supper. In the evening a program ! Eustis and daughter, Nancy, of Wa
will be presented by Mrs. Grace M. terville. were guests of her mother,
Strout.
Mrs. Blanchard T. Orne Sunday,
and
on return home were accom
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur S. Taylor
entertained at a supper party Sat-1 panied by Mrs. Orne who will visit
urday. In the group were the Tay them several weeks.
lors' weekend guests, Mr. and Mrs.
Mr and Mrs. James Fales of Bos
Lauriston Jacobs cf Auburn, and ton, and Otis Fales of New York
Mr. and Mrs. O. H. Crie, Mr. and were weekend guests cf their mother
Mrs. W. B D. Gray, Dr and Mrs. Mrs. James Fales.
E. R Biggers, and Mr. and Mrs. OrMrs. Celesta Cushman of Port
vel F. Williams. Contract provided land called Saturday on Mr. and
entertainment for the evening and Mrs. Ralph Crawford.
prizes were awarded Mr. and Mrs.
More Thomaston on Page Four.

the weekend with M

Herbert Richardson. E

An interior view of the commodious store

extensively throughout the build has indirect incandescent luminous
ing;
in the store proper, recessed bowl fixtures; special recessed com
Division Offices In Rear
The further western end of the square lenses give forth direct light bination Incandescent and fluores
street floor houses the offices of the ing; double lenses are used near the cent direct light, with three-way
Division Manager, H. P. Blodgett, wall sides. Each of these units has control of intensity, is used in the
Division Sales Manager L. E. Jones, a grille for ventilation. On each division manager’s office. Continu
and Accounting Department, the| side of the wall indirect fluorescent ers parallel panels of fluorescent
same construction and color scheme ■ cove lighting is used in troughs ex with soft white glass for diffused
being employed as in the store tending the full width. 'Recessed direct light illuminate the account
ing department's quarters.
proper.
direct incandescent lighting is em
Rebuilding of the Masonic block
Off the store at the western ex ployed in the display wndows, while
started
in the late fall with Bunker
tremity of the north side is the fluorescent bulbs are used in thei
&
Savage
of Augusta being em
entrance to the auditorium which sign proper. Totally indirect pend
ployed
as
architects,
and the H. P.
will be used, when not in use by the ant type fixtures light the audi
Cummings
Construction
Company
Masonic bodies, for cooking schools torium.
of
Winthrop,
as
contractors.
or any other assembly. The latest
In the engineer’s office downstairs
equipment for the all-electric light is furnished by recessed in Public Is Invited
kitchen is ideally set forth on the direct fixtures using silver-bowl
A cordial invitation is extended to
stage platform directly in back of j lamps the side walls have sheilded the public by the local management
which is a larger kitchen devoted fluorescent units; in all other parts to call and inspect their new quar
to the display of hotel and restau of the basement the lighting is bal ters anytime. A special effort *s
rant equipment.
anced with recessed incandescent being made during this informal
Latest In Lighting Equipment
and fluorescent fixtures using nor opening to have every feature of
Both incandescent and the new mal louvers.
the store and offices ready for in
fluorescent lighting have been used
The office of the sales manager spection Thursday.

and Mrs. Law
ardson of Needham.

29c squai

STONI
'J

*

313-319

Every-Other-Day

ence.
nsulated house usually reto 50 per cent more fuel
that is fully insulated, in
id top floor ceiling, with
insulation.
Ibe to The Courter-Qasett*.

IAL
Keg. Value $3.95

19

ly chrome plated; has

1 size pieces and makes
Grills bacon; fries ham,

,ur eust«mers
1$ Casserole
iwill take
khis "eW

CASSER°\E

,r
,5c DOWN
!?- si.«n MON'11"5

| >1.95 v*,ue)
i»

or R™pt\ng ‘
for
Liu and C.k«--fot.

mc

should

be

INE

USE

SALE
0 value Wallamps

Silver Link Circle will be enter
tained Wednesday night by Mrs.
Jennie Feyler, Park street

frsoci ETY.

EQUIPPED WITH
NDIRECT BOWL FOR
ER LIGHT—BETTER SIGHT

(RYJ They won't Inst long et theta
[cot! Each lamp hat a big 6 inch
oiffeting bowl to eliminate glare
a smart parchmsnt paper shed*
nd a 100 watt bulb without eitre
. You II want more than one, for
handiest lamp you ever tew . . •
it up and patented ttey-streight
keeps it from tipping or twing-

Sam Glover, who is visiting at the
home of his parents, Mr. and Mrs.
William A. Glover, graduated Feb.
ar.d Mrs. Lawrence Rich- i The Rebekah Lodges of District 21 from the Naval Air Training
dson of Needham. Mass., spent j 15 are invited to the reception for School at Pensacola, Fla., receiving
<rC weekend with Mr. and Mrs. > Mrs. Ruth Pease, District deputy his wings and the title of “ensign,”
Hubert, Richardson. Berkeley street !
president, to be given Wednesday He will report in March to Norfolk,
night at Golden Rod R?bekah Va„ where he is assigned to the
, Coast Patrol, flying patrol ships.
The Knox Hospital Womens Lodge in Appleton.
vxiUary benefit held Thursday at ,
Mrs. David G. Hodgkins has re
'.„e home of Mr. and Mi’s. Frank
Mis. Earl Titus entertained Sat
turned
from a visit with her daugh
t Tirrell proved very successful, urday night at a candlelight dinner,
ter.
Mrs.
Cecil P Winslow in Fal
proceeds amounting to $70.
at the home of Mrs. Adelbert
mouth
Foreside.
French. Camden street. Holiday
Mrs Nellie Hall will entertain favors were used in decoration.
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Strobin of
i ,he Thursday Contract Club at her Guests present were Mr. and Mrs.
Roselawn
avenue, Detroit, Mich.,
James Pease, Miss Elizabeth Evanncme this week.____
sky, and Mr. and Mrs. Adelbert announce the engagement of their
XI; and Mrs. Eino Anderson French. The party went later to daughter, Helen Ann Strobin to Al
celebrated their ninth wedding an- the home of Mr. and Mrs .William bert George Wahle. “Bud ' Wahle
nivetsary Saturday evening by en Crockett In Camden, where they is the son of Mr. and Mrs. C. C
Wahle, and grandson of George Mc
tertaining Mr. and Mrs. Chester enjoyed cards.
Laughlin of this city. The wedding
Hcbarts. Mr. and Mrs. Ellery Nelwill take place in Gesu Church.
Harrison
Dow
has
returned
from
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Ross,
Detroit
in April.
ana Mr and Mrs. Alfred Fredette. a weeks vacation spent in Malden,
Lunch was served and beautiful Mass., where he attended a MePenny Club met Saturday night
cnstal glassware was presented to domak Camp reunion.
with Mrs. Edmond Wotton at In
•> host and hostess.
Mrs. P. G. Merrifield and daugh graham Hill, with husbands as
ter Nathalie of Somerville. Mass., guests, and Mr. and Mrs. Willard
Mr. ar.d Mrs. Alfred MacPhail
spent the weekend with Mr. and Sewall cf Brunswick as special
and Mr. and Mrs. Ellery Neilson Mrs. I. Leslie Cross.
guests. Games were played and a
left Monday for a brief vacation In
delicious luncheon featuring home
Boston.
Miss Victoria Curry, Miss Vir made ice cream and cake was
ginia Post, Mrs. Loretta Glenden- served. The decorations were in
Mrs. Vaughn Kenyon has re ning, Mrs. Arthur Bowley and Mrs. keeping with Washington's birth
turned to her home in Calais.
Natale Mazzeo spent the weekend day. Others present were Mr. and
in Boston, where they attended the Mrs. Melvin Randall, Mr. and Mrs
Mr ar.d Mrs. Harry Clay (Idamae Icecapades at Boston Garden.
Raymond Pendleton, Mr. and Mrs.
Wotton) of Portland were visitors
Alden Sewall, Mr. and Mrs. Albert
in the city during Food Fair week.
Miss Dorothy Sherman and Miss Adams. Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Kaler,
Mr Clays secretary of the Maine Ruth Marston spent the weekend in and Mrs. Helene McKinney. The
Portland.
Grocers' Association.
meeting Wednesday night will be at
the home of Mrs. Alden Sewall in
Dr. and Mrs. H. J, Weisman
The Senior Y.P.C.U. held a cos Thomaston.
have retumed from New York tume party and dance at the Coun
try Club last Thursday evening.
where they spent the weekend.
Miss Louise McIntosh returned
Novelty dancing was the theme of yesterday to Fort Williams, after
Miss Cynthia MacAlman of Kit the evening with elimination con spending the weekend at the home
ten- was a guest last week of Miss test winners eligible for prizes. Dur of her parents, Mr. and Mrs. A. C.
Marie Dodge.
ing intermission, a remembrance McIntosh.
(necklace and bracelet) was given
Mr and Mrs. A. G. Dolliver and a departing member, Dorothy DirnMr. and Mrs. James Rogers, Mrs.
Mr and Mrs. Robert C. Gregory Ick, who has left to take a Govern Bernice Hatch, Miss Edwina Jipson
motored Sunday to Boston. The ment position. The Union thanks and William Murray motored to
Dolliver:. continued to Waterbury, Mr. and Mrs. McRae for holding Portland Saturday, to visit Mrs.
Ccnn. where they will be guests “open-house" to all members and Elizabeth Murray, who is a patient
for several weeks of Westley E. acting as chaperones for the eve in Maine General Hospital.
Sadler.
ning. Also, the Coca-Cola Com
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Brown enter
pany for services rendered free of
Harry Robishaw of Roxbury, charge. Last, but not least, thanks tained Saturday night at a dinner
Mass was weekend guest cf his par to all who furnished cars for trans and bridge party, guests present be
ent-. Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Robi portation.
ing Mr. and Mrs. Andrew Currie,
Mr. and Mrs. Austin Winchenbaugh
shaw. Columbia avenue.
Edwin Libby Relief Corps will and Mr. and Mrs. Foster Jameson,
Mrs Bernard Fitzgerald has re hold an all day session Thursday at all of Waldoboro, and Mr. and Mrs.
turned from a short trip to Boston. Grand Army hall. Beano will be Benjamin Philbrcok and Mr. and
played at 2 o’clock, with Mrs. Mae | Mrs. Sumner Whitney. Honors for
Miss Eleanor Hall returned SunCross and Mrs. Winifred Butler as high score went to Mr. and Mrs.
I day to St Joseph Academy in Porthostesses; supper under direction of Winchenbaugh. and) low to Mrs.
rand. after spending the weekend Mrs. Inez Packard, and business Currie and Mr. Jameson.
Uith her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
meeting at 7.30.
Charles S Hall, Jr.
Miss Adelaide Cross and Mrs.
Cleo
Hopkins motored to Portland
Miss Christina
Hemore
of
Mr and Mrs. Donald Teel of Boothbay Harbor and Miss Pearl Sunday, to hear the Curtis String
I Old Ccunty road, entertained' Sat- Leonard of Farmington Normal Quartet at Frye Hall.
lurday evening in honor of Mr. and School were weekend guests at the
I Mrs Paul Thompson of Bath, reCcunty Attorney and Mrs. Stuart
home of Mrs. Harrison L. Dow.
Icently married Mrs. Thompson be
C. Burgess attended the Governor's
ing Mrs. Teel’s sister. The guests
Mr. and Mrs. Fred A. Parker and ball in Augusta last night.
here: Mr and Mrs. Paul Thomp Mr. and Mrs. Charles Waltz of
Mrs. Mabel Snow returned yes
son. Mr and Mrs. Richard Young. North Cambridge, Mass., spent the
Phippsburg; Mr. and Mrs. Walter weekend with Mr. and Mrs. Justin terday to Brookline, Mass., accom
panied by Miss Adelaide Snow, who
I Taylor. Mr. and Mrs Harold Walk- L. Cross.
will be her guest for a time. Mrs.
|tr. Mr. and Mrs. Roy Farnham,
Snow
has been at the home of
I Miss Velma Page, Miss Martha
Mr and Mrs. Fred A. Anderson
Comm, and Mrs. Carl F. Snow, com
Leonard. Henry Middleton, Lloyd wore given a surprise farewell party
ing
for the funeral services for Mrs.
hivlccrson. Gayland
Alexander, Sunday, at their home on State
Frances
Keating Snow.
|3a:h; Mr. and Mrs. Archie Her- street.
They go next Monday for
Irick, Mis Annie Tompkins, Cam- a month’s trip to St. Petersburg,
Mrs. O. B. Brown entertained
|den; Mr. and Mrs. Omar Pease, Fla. Guests were Mr. and Mrs. Monday Niters at her home on
Mr. and Mrs. Stanley Nickerson Austin Kalloch, G. D. Gould and Limerock street last night, when
had sen Ronald, Belfast; Mr. and Mrs. Ethel Hooper of Warren, Mr.
a miscellaneous shower was held
Mrs. Bert Keene, Mr. and Mrs. and Mrs. Charles Taylor and Fred in honor of Mrs. Richard H. Jen
Elmer Teel. Mrs. Arthur Webber. Hocper of Martinsville, Mr. and kins (Helenamay Mahoney) of
Mrs. Mabie Colson, Mrs. Lillian Mrs. Obadiah Kalloch of Thcmas- Bath, who received lovely gifts.
Pomeroy, Mr.. Merton Sawyer, ton, Mr. and Mrs. Norman R. Kal- Special guests were Mr. and Mrs.
Mrs. Alice Hassell. Miss Elizabeth loch and Joseph E. Hooper of Port- Lea mo n Young. Mr. and Mrs.
Sawyer. Miss Dorothy Harden and landi Mr- and Mrs- Lew:s Thomp- Charles Gray. Mr. and Mrs. Percy
Donald Teel. Jr.. Rockland. Lunch- fOn and son WaYne’ Mr' and ^rs' Young. Mrs. Helena Pollock. Mrs.
wn was served and many attrac- Norman R. Kalloch and daughter
Harold Tolman and Mrs. Olive
“’•e ar.d useful gifts were received. j <*rolyn Ann. Mrjand Mrs. Osborne
Walker.
Prizes for high scores
Ripley, Mr. and Mrs. R. E. Payson,
_______
went to Mrs. Austin Huntley, Mrs.
. visit Lucien K Oreen * Son's1 Mr- >"d Mrs John
Mildred
Achorn. Mrs. William
krnnH
«
o
second floor,
16 School street,
Odd’ Lloyd M. Richardson, Mrs. Della i Hooper and Mrs. Clarence Knowl
Mows Block, City, for Furs. Fur Feasley and Ml£s Ruth Andetion ton, consolation and travel prize
Coats and Cloth Coats, at moderate The honor ^ests were glven gomg- going to Mrs. Jchn Mills.
| prices
9-tI away «ifts-

ALTERATION
SPECIALS
STONINGTON
FURNITURE CO.
During the extensive alterations now in progress at our store, we offer these
Extra Special Values

FLOOR COVERING

NTRMWAAINE
powevCoapamy

Armstrong and congo(Inner Spring)
Uim REMNANTS, up to 13 ONE LOT,
square yards—

29c square yard

draperies

MATTRESSES
ONE LOT,

$12.95

20% to 25'
ON ALL STYLES

$15.95

(Inner Spring)

RED CROSS,

$19.95

Several Styles. One or Two Pairs
In Each Style

50

Off

(Inner Spring)

you need good light

STONINGTON FURNITURE COMPANY
313-319 MAIN STREET,

CAMDEN
ft ft ft ft

99c
Bulb
included
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The next meeting of the Dandyliens will be March 4 in the form
of a Dutch Treat at the Copper
Kettle :n Rockland. All members
are asked1 to be at the Camden
Drug Co.

and car

transportation

will be furnished' to Rockland.
The Skating Club went to Friend
ship F.iday night and eave a fine
exhibition.
Following this, re
freshments were served rhe group.
The Club consisted of Beverly
Grover, James Wentworth. Ph.liip
Wentworth, Pauline True, Patricia
Connelly, Joan Connelly. Sina Han
sen. Nina Start. Phyllis Arnold.
Prudence Weaver, Janet McKay,
Betty Stetson, Blanche Bryant
and Ida Gautesen.
A son was born Sunday to Mr.
iand Mrs. A’wood Mitchell of
Appleton at the Community Hos
pital.
The Elm Street Reading Club
met with Mrs. Stella Lenfest,
Monday night at which time Miss
Corinne Sawyer read.
The Midgets of the Y.M.C.A.
went Monday to Augusta, fcr a
tcur of the city.
Wills Williams. 85. died' at his
home on Main street Sunday. He
was born in Northport, con of
David Williams and Orinda Philbrook and his occupation the ear
lier part of his life Was that of
mariner and boat builder. The fu
neral will be held Tuesday at 2
o'clock from Good funeral home
with Rev. W. F. Brown officiating.
Burial will be in Mountain ceme
tery.
He is survived by one
brother, Edward Williams.
Edmund A. Porter and Roy Ab
bott, motored Sunday to Scarboro
where they visited Mr. and Mrs.
James Laverie.
Mrs. Clara E. Fcgg is at Winterport for a few days as guest of
her sister, Mrs. Effie Logan.
J. H. Montgomery celebrates his
birthday, Feb. 25, being 90 years
of age, one of Camden's oldest
citizens.
Mrs. Georgia Handley will en
tertain the Friday Club this week
The reader will be Mrs. Weston
P. Holman.
The Womans Mission Circle
will held a special meeting at the
home of Mrs. Charles' A. Cleveland.
Tuesday at 2.30. All women, in
terested' in the mission activities
of this group are invited.
Mrs. Francis Brodis and children
Richardl and Betty are guests of
Mrs. Malcolm Joy of Framingham,
Mass.
Mrs. Rollo Gardner has accom
panied her parents to Whiting,
after entertaining them at her
home on Mechanic street for the
past week.
About 35 attended the public
supper Friday at the Snow Bowl.
A covered dish supper has also
been arranged for next Friday
night.
A housewarming was g ven re
cently for Mr. and Mrs. James F.
Dur.ton on Blake street, by a
group of friends and neighbors,
Mrs. Florence MacDonald. Mrs.
Eloise Drinkwater, Mrs. Gertrude
Freeman, Mrs. Thelma Young.
Mrs. Anne Merchant, Mrs. Linnie
Putnam and Mrs. Ruth Bryant.
Gifts presented were a canister
set, pin-up lamp, silver syrup
pitcher and cockie jar. The oc
casion also served as a surprise
birthday party for Mrs. Putnam
who was the recipient of a knit
ting bag and a birthday cake, the
latter 'being served along with
other tasty refreshments.
Miss Farilyn Colburn and her
friend. Miss Mildred Hallajian,
both of Watertown, Mass., are

Lincoln Baptists Meet

Past Presidents

Thit And That
Legion Auxiliary and Post
Officers Honored—An
Association Formed
The American Legion Auxiliary
entertained last night at a supper '
honoring the past presidents and
past commanders of Winslow-Hol
brook unit. Past presidents attend
ing were Mrs. Mary Haskell, Mrs
Ar.r.e Alden. Mjs. Anne Snow, Mrs.
Susie Lamb. Mrs. Corinne Edwards, J
Mrs. Hazel Haskell, Mrs. Sadie
Griffin. Mrs. Geneva Richardson. I
Mrs. Ella Hyland, Mrs. Elizabeth
Vinal, Mrs. Bernice Jackson. Mrs.
Adah Roberts, Mrs. Minnie Smith, i
Mrs. Catherine Libby and Mrs.
Mary Dinsmroe.
Past commanders were Albert S.
Peterson. Carl F. Snow, Earl J. Al
den. Basil R Stinson, Donald L.
Kelsey, Theodore E. Perry, Murray
T. Whalen, Louis R. Cates, Albert
H. Wallace Augustus B Huntley,
Lawrence Leach, Hector G. Staples,
Gerald Margescn, Levi Flint, E
Carl Moran and Gilman Seabury.
A meeting followed-. with the
past presidents in the chairs. A
rcll call was held, and when the
name of Mrs. Nora Benner was
called, a bouquet of pinks was given
in her memory by Mrs. Ella Hyland,
sergeant-at-arms.
Letters were
read from Dept. Comm. Paul Julien
of Waterville, Dept. President Mary
Milliken of West Baldwin and
Dept. Adj. James Boyle of Water
ville, expressing regret in not being
able to attend.
E. Carl Moran gave an inspiring
talk on the “Preamble of the
American Legion” and remarks
were heard from other guests.
A Past Presidents’ Association
was organized, with Mrs. Susie
Lamb elected president, and Mrs.
Corinne Edwards secretary. An
other meeting will be held March
10. when ether officers will be
chosen.

will meet Wednesday with Mrs.
Charles Walsh. Pearl street.

A union prayer service in ob
servance -of the World Day of
Prayer will be held in the Bap
tist Church Parlor. Thursday night
at 7.30 under the auspices cf the
Womens’ Mission Circle. The Con
gregational and Methodist Groups
will unite with them and an off
ering will be taken to pay the ex
penses cf the pregrams, the re
mainder to be given to the mission

work of the National Committee of
Church Women from all denom
inations. The public is invited.

By K. 8. F.

“To be or not to be.-’ This is
the question in the Lydia E. Pinkham case that has held feud) and
public airing fcr 40 years. Can the
world get along without this 66year old remedy for everything
from a wart to the most dread
ailment.
• e e e

Tim: “What was the cause of
the collision at that street corner
today, Jim? ’
Jim: “Oh. just two motorists
after the same pedestrian, I guess.”
• • • •
“Character,” says Roger Babson,
“is what will save Great Britain.
The lack of it lost France. Men
and machines win battles, but
courage and character win wars.”
• » • »
«

And speaking of war, “It can
happen here and will happen here
unless we do some anticipatory
and preventive thinking,” says
Frank N. D. Deckman. More than
mere thinking is needed.
• • • •
So this country calls Maine the
“love nest” and best honeymoon
ing section of this great land. And
why not, pray? Summer offers al
most every, if not quite, all out
door delights for this, the most
important episode of life.
e e e e

An epidemic of some sort of ill
ness has hit the Pacific coast. They
are the tiny sardine-like fish and
are dying by the millions of an
unidentified malady and destroys
the normal ability of quick move
ments when attacked toy dog fish
and others. Tire name of the fish
that has become the prey of this
disorder is pilchards and, they
are a west coast fish.
* * * *
If there ever was built a lovelier
cake than the one Marjory Mills
was taking to her mother in honor
of a very dignified birthday, I have
never happened to see it. Flowers
cn it were made to look so natural
that one wished to get near enough
to whiff their fragrance. Mrs.
Jane O’Neil was responsible for
this cake being on exhibition at
the Food Fair.
• * * •
Birds are twittering merrily in
the tree tops. They are not so
frequent on the lower branches
these days.

Robert Regers has returned to
Bridgton, C.C.C. Camp, after
spending several days with his par
ents, Mr. and Mrs. James Regers,
Pleasant street, and with his sister,
Mrs. William Rytky in Thomaston.
• e e •
Enroute to camp he visited his
Heed
should
be taken of the
grandmother, Mrs. Elizabeth Mur
sound
advice
of
J.
IP. Morgan who
ray at Maine General Hospital in
once
said.
“
Do
your
work, be
Portland.
honest, keep your word, help w-hen
Mrs. Emily H. Faber returns to you can, be fair.”
• • * *
morrow to Peoria, Ill., after visit
Will
the
lovely
isles of this
ing her mother, Mrs. Evelyn Hix,
coast
ever
be
rushing
with granite
Masonic street.
orders again? This generation knows
Mr. and Mrs. Charles II. Lowe little of the work on these huge
and daughter Janet went Saturday ledges that have sent ships from
to Schenectady, N. Y., where they this neighbo: hood with splendid
were guests of Mi-, and Mrs. C. building material that will last
Winslow Lewis (Sally Lowe. ) Mr. for eternity. No more is the mu
Lowe returned Sunday night with sic cf the busy tools heard. Now
Russell Bartlett , who spent the the lonely swish cf the pine and
weekend in Athol. Mass. Mrs. Lowe spruce and the whirl cf ice and
remaining for a longer visit with snow are the only music to meet
Mrs. Lewis.
the songs that the waves make
as they beat the rugged coast lines
The Sunday Portland Telegram of these beauties of the coast.
carried in its Society Section, front
• • * •
page, picture of Mrs. Alpheus S.
Tea tasters say to wait for water
Whittemore (Ruth Whittemore) of to be “very 'boiling.’' and one would
Best street, Portland, now presi never think of pouring water into
dent of the Colby Alumnae group the coffee pot until the steam was
sponsoring the concert by the Colby furiously rolling cut of the ket
College Glee Clubs March 14. Mrs tle. New science says that water
Whittemore is a former Rockland Is of the same temperature,
whether bo ling, simmering or bub
visiting the former’s grandfather. High School teacher.
bling, with temperature at 212 de
Ernest Herrick.
grees.
The Baptist Ladies Citcle will STONINGTON
• • • •
The Calendar Club meets this
meet in the church parlors. Wed
It
is
a
great
pleasure to note
week with Mrs. Katherine Cleve
nesday afternoon.
i that the up-iiver neighbor and
George H. Thomas spent Friday land.
The Methcdist Ladles Aid will nationally known composer of
in Portland cn business.
Miss Edna Robbinson of Port meet this week at the heme of marches and other music has re
ceived further honor when h's
land is employed in the office of .Mrs. Gertrude Stinson.
Forrest Nevells is bu lding a new works were included' with theso of
the Camden Shipbuilding & Ma
chimney in the Gleason Flye house. world famous composers. These
rine Railway.
Mr. and Mrs. Cecil Bardeen are werks are to be used by the
Mrs. Annie Thomas will enter
United States Marine Band dur
1
home
from Roxbury, Mass.
tain the Methcdist Aid Society
Mrs. Hilda Rainey of Stockton, ing its annual concert tour that
Wednesday at 2 o'clcck. at her
Springs visitedi Sunday with Mrs. is now cn
home on Cross street.
• • • •
The Congregational Ladies Circle 1 Lillian Joyce.
“Music while you work” is a slo
gan of Britain's war workers and it
is like sugar in your tea, they say.
• • • •
SILSBY’S FLOWER SHOP
Mrs. Margaret K. Demmons al
ways remembers to send a bit Of the
371 MAIN ST. ROCKLAND, ME. TEL. 318-W
sunshine of the South when she is
in Florida. A valentine card from
IS HAVING A SALE
her shows the great interest she
takes in flowers and her friends:
of
God’s Garden
Wrought Iron Plant Brackets, Stands and
With a kiss of the sun
For Pardon.
And a song of the birds
Holders
For Mirth,
Suitable for Kitchen, Sunroom or Livingroom
One is nearer God’s heart
In a Garden
Also AH Types of Pottery, Drastically Reduced
Than anywhere else on earQi.
• * • •
Prices are 5c and up
Old sayings: "It’s time to buckle
down to work." That comes from
j the times when men had to buekl?
COME IN AND LOOK AROUND
on their armor when they went Into
04 OC
, battle.

Crisis of Christianity
Keynote of Wei,-Attended
Session in Camden
The quarterly meeting of Lincoln
Baptist Association held at Cam
den Friday, was one of inspira
tion. In spite of the fact that
Christian.ty today faces a crisis
such as it has never known, the
assurance was given by all the
speakers of the day that God is
as ready to help the people of
this day as He has ever been if
they will but call on Him. This
keynote was struck by Rev. Roy
Clark of Appleton, in the opening
worship
service
and
carried
through the remainder of the day
by the subsequent speakers.
Rev. W. F. Brown, pastor of the
entertaining church, preached the
morning sermon on the top c. “The
Challenge of Christ for World Do
minion,” in which he brought out
by analogy some startling truths
regarding the battle that Chris
tians should be waging against the
isms of the day.
“Our allegiance to One who dom
inates the world is the reason why
Hitler wants to destroy the Jews
and wipe cut Christ.anity because
he knows that he canot win if
Christ does.” Nazism and Com
munism are a kind cf religion be
cause they appeal to the heart and
therefore are a new type of foe
for Christianity to meet, but it is
well to remember that one bears
the seeds of life, the other, the
seeds of death. Every Christian
has the duty as well as the privil
ege of spreading the Gospel, work
ing from the inside through the
heart to dominate the world for
God.
The afternoon worship conduc
ted by Rev. Byrd Springer of Ten
ants

Harbor

further

emphasized

sented by Rev. H. Clay Mitchell
of Madison, who presented to the
young people a very vivid parallel
between two sides cf a picture gal
lery. On one side the pictures of
those whose laves although they
had met Jesus were not affected
by that meeting: or> the other the
pictures of the ones whose lives
had become completely changed
through the r contact with Him.
Special features of the program
were; the group conferences In
the afternoon, the women presided
over by Mrs. Dorr of Morrill, the
men. by Chester Wyllie of War
ren, ard the pasters, by Rev. J.
Charles MacDonald of Rockland;
the presentation*of the Mission
ary playlet "Pinholes ’ by a group
of young people from the Little
field MemoJal Church, ln which
was vividly pictured tire vacancies
caused in the miss on fields W’hen
It was found necessary to retrench
and the consequent sin and suffer
ing that came creeping in.
The male quartet of the Cam
den church composed cf John Tibbets first tenor. Dr. Ray Tibbets
second tenor, Supt. Charles Lord
Daritone and Adin Hopkins bass,
sang "My Anchor Holds' and
“Jesus Saviou", Pilot Me,” thus
making a delightful addition to the
service.
Rev. Kenneth Cassens was the
pianist for the day.
The attendance was 165.
G. A. W., (Clerk)

SHAKESPEARE SOCIETY
Shakespeare Society met last
night with Mrs. John M. Pomeroy
the hostess. Twenty-eight active
membeis and one alumna were
present. Under the able leadership
of Mrs. Glenn Lawrence, scene four
of Act 4 of “Winter's Tale” was
read, with the following members
taking part: Mrs. A. J. Bird, Mrs.
Henry B. Bird, Mrs. Jerome Bur
rows, Mrs. William Ellingwood. Miss
Alice Erskine, Mrs. Nettie Frost,
Mrs. Arthur S. Littlefield, Mrs.
A.thur L. Orne Mrs. John Stevens
and Mrs. Pcmeroy. Mrs Lawrence
read notes on the play, and Mrs.
Harriet Fiost gave an excellent ad
dress cn “Act 4 is the greatest
Shakespeare ever wrote.” As a
peeial feature, Mm. Lawrence con
ducted an "Infoimation Please”
program, patterned after the origi
nal one. The board of experts was
composed of the following college
graduates, Mrs. Burrows, Mrs. Mau
rice F. Lovejoy, Mrs. E Carl Mo
rn, Mrs. Crosby Ludwick and Miss
Mabel Spring. Among questions
ent in were interesting ones from
Mrs. Harriet Levensaler of Cam
bridge, Mass., Mrs. Walter S.
Rounds of Lewiston. Miss Margaret
3now of Andover, Mass., and Mrs.
E. D. Spear cf Clearwater, Fla.
Mrs. Maurice Derry kept score, and
announced Mrs. Lovejoy as the win
ner. She was presented with a
potted planf. The program was en
tirely unrehearsed and spontaneous,
and afforded a great deal of en
joyment. The next meeting will be
aeld March 10, at the home cf Mrs.
Cera Farwell, 21 Lindsey street. Act.
j of “W.nter’s Tale” will be read
with Mrs. Henry Bird the reader.
Mrs. Burrows wilL give a paper on
‘Is ‘The Winter's Tale’ a Continua
tion of ’The Tempest'?”

the need of prayer ar.d renewal of
devotjon.
In arranging the program, the
committee were fortunate in se
curing Dr. Richard Kenr.an. execu
tive secretary cf the Maine Teach
ers Association as the first after
noon speaker. He laid emphasis
on the lack of trained teachers in
the majority of Sunday Schools
which should be having teachers
as well trained as these in the day
schools for what they teach is the
most important thing in the
world. The nation whose strength
is based cn the Bible is the na
tion which is most likely to win
the final victory.
Miss Anna Foster, a missionary
home on furlough from China
gave an interesting message on
the spirit abroad in China today
It is not a question with the peo
ple of China if Japan will leave
the country but hew soon? There
is no doubt of ultimate victory ir
their minds. Meanwhile, everyone
is working haid for the rehabili
tation of the devastated areas.
Everyone was anticipating the
message that Rev. Frederick Smith
would bring, com ng as he did
from the Legislature where he
had been combatting some of the
evils proposed there. He said that
the chief reason why so many of
these questions are not heeded by
the majority cf the people is be
Mr. and M.s. Frank W. Fuller
cause Christian ministers and lay have returned from a visit in Portmen have taken too much for and, with Mr. and Mrs. Wyman
granted and have failed to explain Foster.
to the people the real danger un
derlying these things.
Rev. W. G. Foote of Belfast led
the evening devotions, quoting from
Gordon Poteat's bock “Stand by
for China,” to show that the pres FIGHT MISERY right wheTv I
ent weakness of the church Is you feel lt-with «wlft-actlng
part of the Divine plan.
VICKS VAPORUB
The closing message was pre-

COLDS:

Wednesday-Thursday
Love Thrills’ Action Thrills!
South Seas Thrills, in

Poiot ounl

Today and Wednesday
BOOTH TARKING70N S

Pieienta

FREDRIC MARCH
BETTY FI EID

AND BEST-BAD BOY!
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Sir Cedric Hsrdwicke
and Jerome Cowan
Novni by Joseph Conrod
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Latest "MARCH OF TIME”
(“LABOR and DEFENSES”)
"CHRISTMAS UNDER FIRE”
TODAY
MICKEY ROONEY in
“ANDY HARDY’S PRIVATE
__________SECRETARY"_________
STARTS FRIDAY
“FOUR MOTHERS”
Lane Sisters, Jeffrey Lynn

Strand

Week Days.
Sundays.

2.M. «.». 849
$4*. <48. 840

JOHN LITIL
FRIEDA INISCORT
BILLY DAWSON • CHRISTIAN BUB

HEY, KIDS’
Don't forget Special Matinee
Wednesday at 4.00 o’clock

Thursday Only
THRILLS. CHILLS
..AND LAUGHS!
BOB ROPE
PAUtrrrr coddaid

* -.ranjinw ..
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'700 FEW HAPPY FACES

A Long While Ago

Pound Their Fingers? No, Sir!

When Correspondent
Went To Campmeetings,
But Has Happy

Mary Perry Rich Offen Suggestions
For Rockland’s Betterment, She Thinks
privilege to suggest a plan already
tested elsewhere, its prime advan
tage being the great increase among
different persons familiarizing them
selves with your faithful Carnegie
’
ry I've ever encountered, the ques ibrary. Many have no leisure to use
tion often occurs to us: Why, oh your library except holidays. Sunwhy, doesn’t it go a bit further and;days, evenings. (The poor lighting
add still more features to thoee I've is an obstacle for evening and dark
early alluded to which would In day use).
Our city Is again In luck by pos
the opinion of at least a few of us
bring its attractiveness to still sessing two outstanding educator
of more than local renown, Supt. G
greater perfection?
J.
Gumming, who is courtesy and
So. Mr Editor, why net open your
kindliness
personified, and Princi
columns to suggestions, for im
pal
Joseph
E. Blalsdell, president
provement, not at all in the nature
of
the
Maine
Teachers’ Association,
of criticism but for helpful con
lately
the
recipient
of a speciaJ
structive suggestions?
medal
of
honor
from
the
N.E.A.
As or.e should practice what he
These
two
will
know
just
how best
preache% I'll venture one point, that
cur city of which we are Justly proud to pick out the most trustworthy and
Upper picture—Left to right: Arlene Jones. Beverly Searles, Maxine Foster, Audrey Torrey, Barbara
be made more alluring, more help efficient High School students to
—Photos by Sid Cullen.
ful, more social, more moral by pro take turns as guardians of the Hunt, Dorothy Barton, Hazel Weaver, Ethel Lindahl. Estelle Overlook.
viding facilities for outsiders, casual library’s treasures Sundays and
visitors, non-residents, for every- holidays during the absence of thr
body but especially for those whoso j trained regular staff. No books
hearts and tastes do not run to need be given out or received ex
sports, amusements, carnivals, mov- cept as formerly. The substitute
ies, etc., to better enjoy Sundays, kids get experience and training in
holidays, and odd spare hours on handling new situations that are inany day.
j valuab’e. besides earning that preciAlong this line, profiting only by ous thrill which only comes from the
comparison? I've unavoidably made joy cf service without pay. with no
cn brief trips to New Brunswick, reward sought except that inner
Ontario. Florida. California, and by satisfaction we all feel when we
le. idence in both Massach'isetts make the necessary sacrifices to do
ar.d New York, these two composing our bit.
with our Pine Tree State the very . please pay no heed to any of this
best trio in our proud union of 48 unless it appeals thoroughly to ycu
States, in my humbls opinion.
{ as a step forward as It does to me
Why not adept one of two plans, instead, discount It because it only
both of which are In use elsewhere, ' comes from me who has before
provide a ground floor Main street started several things I believe good
leading and rest room for socla- but later they "Just petered out."
I).lily and convenience, or open your in fact, to admit still another hunch,
public library every possible hour I’ve had to exercise extreme selfdurlng the entire year?
j restraint to hold myself back from
As a starter, to open the library proposing a Sunday afternoon forum
Sundays and holidays appeals tome on current problems, local, national
as simplest, easiest, quickest, least and world. In fact, I have more
costly, as it is already splendidly than once presided at such church
equipped with reading matter, and jorums after securing speakers, and
Lower picture—Left to right: Virginia Roes, Barbara Carney, Mary Sheffield, June Robinson, Rose Conti,
better j et with a staff of courteous, | wondered what support it or I would Joan Jenkins, Marjory Cushing, Carol Sewall, Virginia Hall. Mr. Lindsay, the teacher, stands in the rear.
helpful obliging librarians, headed receive if I did make bold to be
by the competent Miss Rogers, wno again a starter, a thankless task,
The workroom is a busy place have a disk with their name on
Boys cooking classes are consid
full of thorns, thistles, brickbats, ered quite a novelty and have re
can’t be surpassed.
with 22 students working on as their dresses and are proud that
Miss Rogers, assisted by Mrs. slurs, sneers, suspicions, fault-find ceived considerable comment in
they made them themselves.
Stella McRae and Mrs. Lenora ings, criticisms, as we all well know the press in different parts of the many different projects. The girls
The only other class like the one
select
the
articles
that
they
wish
But anyhow, what thoughtful per state, but it rests with Thomaston
Cooper, already* have their hands
full of work, so it would be cruelty son can fail to observe that Rock- High School to produce a class to to make and carry them to com at Thomaston is at Norridgewock,
to add to their present duties and land is a very lonesome looking city. offset them, namely, a girls manual pletion with Mr. Lindsay's help. these two being the only ones in
that fhould positively not be per with too few happy faces. Sundays training class from the Seventh Many of them have made their the state, under the supervision of
and holidays.
mitted.
and Eight!) grades in the Thom own costume Jewelry and many of the State Department of Educa
Also who can help noticing that aston public schools.
It is understood also that our
the finished articles would do tion.
Mr. Lindsay, the instructor, is
city is "far from Easy Street" in its our former YM.C.A. is "gone where
The classes have two and one credit to a regular craftsman. The
tlxe
woodbine
twineth,
”
that
al

a
graduate of Deering High School
finances, so it is “out" decidedly to
half hours of work a week under most popular project at -this time
though
the
Community
Building
is
propose added costs, since already
the supervision of the instructor, is the making of a wood or plastic and Gorham Normal School and
there are insistent complaints that already ancient enough to requite Mr. Lindsay. The work consists disk about one and one-half inches is serving his first year at Thom
the library casts altogether are too repairs, and no reading church of reed work, basket making, in diameter with the girls name aston.
excessive, considering the small offers 6abbath afternoon services, weaving, leather embossing and cut out of the same material with
number of people who use it in any yet those promised substitute serv the making of small articles from a jig saw and fastened to the disk
ices in the new building are yet to leather, the manufacture of cos so that the letters are in relief. A
way, shaoe or manner.
But it occurs to me that there materialize.
tume jewelry from wood and pin is attached to the back so that
Mary Perry Rich,
exist many ways to kill several birds
plastics as well as the actual wood the disk may be fastened to the
Rockland, RFD., Peb. 24.
with only one stone, and I beg the
work that is taught in the regu girls clothing. There is no mis
taking who the girls are. they all
lar course.

Your city being so charming, so
wonderful in so many point, so
marvelously well located as to water
privileges, with the very best, rhe
warmest-hearted, friendliest citizen

25 YEARS AGO
• • • • •

• ••••••

A review from The Courier-GaaeAte of happenings which interested
Rockland and vicinity daring the corresponding period in 1916.

Schooner

Northland,

built

by Spear <fc Co. had an 80 percent loss

Cobb. Butler <& Co., was sold to C.
W. Morse for $100,000.
Mr. and Mrs. W. S. D. Healey
celebrated their 60th wedding an
niversary.
Knox Lodge of Odd Fellows dedi
cated its new halj on School street.
Grand Master John E. Bunker of
Bar Harbor was among the par
ticipants
Dr J. C.

Hill located at Tenant s

The fire was discovered by Patrol
man Charles 8tetson.

Mrs. Nellie Wade was

elected

president of the Rebekah Circle.

Clarke B. Frost passed the Maine
Bar examination.

Prof. Wilbert Snow went to tne
University of Indiana where he had
the Department of Literature.
Maynard 8. Bird & Co. oocupied
a handsome new suite of offices in

C. McLean and Mildred R. Page.
Winthrop, Mass., Jan. 31, Hartley
S. Savage and Miss Annie L. Davis,
both of Rockland.
Camden. Feb. 5. Carroll E. French
and Augusta E. Wade, both of Lin
colnville.
Rockland, Feb. 12, R. C. Sprague
and Miss Madolyn Murphy, both of
St. George.
Thomaston. Feb. 12. Byron W.
Coombs and Eula H. Young, both of
Cushing.
Camden, Peb. 12, Leroy McLeod
and Ethel Milliken.
Friendship. Jan. 29. Scott Carter
and Alice Collamore.
• • • •
These births were recorded:
Rockport, Jan. 30. to Mr. and Mrs.
Erskine York, a daughter.
Warren, Feb. 1, to Mr. and Mrs.
Ernest Starrett, a son.
Rockland, Jan. 28. to Mr. and Mrs.
Ralph H. Gray, a son—'Ralph Hew
ett. Jr.
Rockland. Peb. 5, to Mr. and Mr?
Harry B. Bradbury, a son.
Washington. Feb. 8, to Mr. and
Mrs. Rex Prescott, a son.
South Weymouth. Mass.. Feb. 9,

Harbor.
Odd Fellows block.
Butterflies were reported.
Donald Kelsey went to Woon James Corcoran bought the Fred
socket. R I. to work in a munitions Knight place at Morse's Corner.
factory.
Dr. Walter M Spear was elected
Limeworkers struck for $2 a day president of the Oakland Gun Club,
and eight hours.
which had a membership of 35.
Mary Pickford was on the screen
Rev. Dr. Roderick J. Mooney of
at Rockland Theatre.
Attleboro, Mass., accepted a call to
Mrs. Vesta MacAllister. 74, died St. Peter’s Church.
at the heme of her son. Edward B.
Charles R. Richardson was in
MacAllister. Masonic street.
stalled as master of Rockland Camp
Fjre. which started In Haskells of Modern Woodmen.
to Mr. and Mrs. Alonzo M. Newbert,
fruit store, threatened destruction
Harry B. Bradbury was elected a daughter.
of the entire Berry block. The Has president of Adas Yoahuron Paris,
Owl’s Head, Feb. 12. to Mr. and
kell stock was a total loss and E. R- defeating Joseph Cohen by true* Mrs. Ralph E. Philbrook of Mavotes.
tinicus, a son—Sherwin Eugene.

VINALHAVEN
& ROCKLAND
STEAMBOAT CO.

(Continued from Page Two)
tion—"Would limiting tax rates on
real estate prove sound economics,”
Earle Maxey,, Thcmaston, J. L.
Dornan, East Union, Warren Gard
ner, Rockland; recitation: Clarion
Clark, South Hcpe.
• • • •
North Haven Grange observed
Washington's Birthday with this
program: Song, ‘'America." by the
Grange; address on Washington,
Harvey Calderwood; song. “Colum
bia. the Gem of the Ocean;” read
ing, Dorothy Emerson, a scrambled
werd contest about Washington
won by Irene Spinney; read r.g.
Blanche Harkinson; song. "Battle
Hymn of the Republic"; a reading.
Florence Brown; a short play en
titled "George Washington' ; song.
"There's a Church in the Valley.”
Ten women were present at the
Grange Sewing Circle Wednesday
afternoon at the home of Mrs
Meribah Crockett. This week the
circle meets Thursday afternoon
with Mrs. Jesse Brown.
The Grange work committee
for the month of Febiuary is put
ting cn a minstrel show Friday
night at the Grange hall.

ROCKLAND, ME.

■Service to:
Vinalhaven, North Haven, Stanington, Isle an Rant, Swan**
Island and Frenchboro
WINTER SERVICE
Subject to change without notice.

DAILY EXCEPT SUNDAY
A. M.
P. ML

7.30 Lv. North Haven,
8.30 Lv. Vinalhaven,

9JO Ar. Rockland,

Ar. MO
Ar. 4.40
Ar. 3J0
Ar. €45
L». 1J4
ltt-U

them to sing Thirty years after.
I asked him If he remembered ask

ing them to sing, and he said he
j did. He had to, to collect himself
1 and think where he was in his
sermon.
Recollections
The old road which we used to
_
_________
__
.
_
_____
....
take
led from the Vinal Hills reslEditor of The Courier-Gazette:—
, dence and entered the Camp
One of the big events of the year
ground through a chained way. I
which we looked forward to was wonder if there are many stin In
going

to

Northport campmreting

the last week in August. We would
travel across country from Union
through Hope Corner to Lincoln
ville Center to Northport, starting
as early as we could and arriving
before noon.
The horse was hitched in the
grove to rest for the return trip in
the afternoon. The Union cottage
would be filled for the week. About
75 years ago the only two wooden
cottages were the Union and Ban
gor. others living in tents.
Services were held out of doors.
The platform for the minister and
singers was closed in on three
sides, the West being open. The
front of the platform was an altar
where many penitents knelt. For
evening services lanterns were
hung in the trees ar.d four stene
altars had brush fires burning
brightly on top.
On one occasion when services
were being held in the Union cot
tage. the rain began to come down
in tc-rents, and peopie came rush
ing in from their tents while Rev.
L L. Hanscom was preaching. The
children and young people were
sent upstairs to make room for
these coming in. After they got

Floyd Duncan, Prominent In
North Haven Band and Re\^>n,
sible For Its Reorganization

North Hawn. Feb. 22
Editor of The Courier-Gazette
The recent series of band talks
which has been published in tour
paper has been of great interest
to its many readers. In this series,
in
which the North Haven Rand
ing who remember that chain—perhas
been an outstanding figure,
^aps not, as the period of which I
write was almost three-quarters of has been somewhat disappearing
a century ago. I w’onder, also, if not to have mentioned one o! its
they remember the four altar fires I prominent members. Floyd Dun.
which were kept burning while ian. who no dcubt was accidentally
overlooked by the WTiter.
campmeeting was in session.
When the first North Haven
Since that day two other roads
band
was organized he was one of
have been built—one beyond the
its
first
members and coming from
Vinal Hills place, past the grocery
a
musical
family, enjoying music
stcre which stood on the Camp
ground, and the other through to the utmost, he played a clari
net from early boyhood. The
Merrithew square past the hotel,
real regret about the dismantling North Haven band was reorganized
Oldtime members learned with in 1824 ar.d Floyd was its local
of the auditorium, whicn, I am told, leader until his death which oc
was sold for $200, and the 600 curred in 1937. He was interested
chairs at 25 cents each.
We to a high degree in the North
thought much of it as a place where Haven Bar.d and through his
religion was expounded, or, as one special efforts and interests it was
person put it, “like a week of reorganized.
prayer.”
A Citizen
I was inspired to write these few
lines by the articles which appeared
in The Courier-Gazette some NORTH WARREN
Fred ftiayrett is cutting lumber
months ago from the pen of "O. H.
from
his lot at the Fuller woodR.”, and which were all found ex
Mrs.
Willis Moody spent Tuesd.iv
ceedingly interesting.
with
her
daughter, Mrs. Alford
J. E. D.
Wiley.
All the automatic pianos import
ed into Mexico recently were from COURIER-GAZETTE WANT SO*
work wnsiine
the United States.

THE SMOKE OF SLOWER-BURNING CAMELS GIVES YOU

EXTRA MILDNESS, EXTRA COOLNESS, EXTRA FLAVOR

LESS
NICOTINE

AND

show is under the able direction
of Stanley Harkinson. who has had
experience in this type of show.
Much heme talent will be used.

NORTH HAVEN
Mrs Stella Milffken of South
Portland was recent guest of Mr.
and Mrs. Harry Whitmore.
Sherman Cooper and Lewis Has
kell returned home Saturday from
Springfield, where they have re
cently been employed
A chopping bee will be held Wed
nesday for H. T. Crockett. A dinner j
will be served at the home.
Town meeting day is next Mon- '

THE
SMOKERS

Saturday

Established Jam

Knox County
March 7 Is Dat|

Second Showing
Notable Film
The second showing
natural color motion p
County on Parade" whi
County Camera club
the Rockland CommuiJ
Feb. 7 will be shown
place March 7.
Sixteen hundred per
ed the first showing
were turned away for j

ing room. All tlckeu
purchased for the first
were not used will b«
the door for this show
The brilliant Koda
shows the industrial
tional life of Knox C>
natural color. Many p
nlzed themselves in
scenes taken all over
both In the industries
at the various public
the year. The entire
run again and the sh
at least two full hour
Admission for adultthe same, but all
|
will be admitted for
gardless of age or gra<
Club members all havi
sale.

Schooners Annie A
Progress are at Ma
wharf discharging car
stone from Deer Isle
a Naval Academy
Annapolis. The stone
shipped by rail—At the
in Stonington there hai
ned a block of grm.i|
long. 50 to 60 feet wid
30 feet thick. Rath4
sized pebble.

A\

I

Hang your ol<

CAMEL

THE
THING!,

THE

SLOWERBURNING
CIGARETTE

De Luxe "Torpedo” Six Tuo-Door Sedan ^874* (white sidewall tires extra)

on the snow
Mister.
We know it's aw 11
to start talking Spil
but what's a fella ; |
when Spring Hats ws
sit themselves right do\i
the stove?
Gee, they’re beauties
just the tonic for an |
ance. That’s why we
giving your hat to the
isn’t such a bad idea.
Whether you try ihel
buy ... or try them oil
. . . w-e’ll be glad to sc|
men who have Spring

heads.

SPRING HA'

WILSON. $2|

"They don’t build them any better

BURTON-TAYLOI

than that

MALLORY, $’

GREGOR1
TEL. '!9<

<16 MAIN ST., BOIKLJ
A MNKRAL MOTORS MAaTBRRICCS

’’’I’VE BEEN AROUND motor cars for a

long time. I know what makes them
run . . . what makes them last. I also
know that there’s not a better car built than this
year’s Pontiac ’Torpedo.’
"Pontiac has all the features that are essential
to fine performance, great comfort and trouble
free operation. Among them are such note
worthy Pontiac engineering 'firsts’ as: FullPressure Metered-Flow Lubrication, Gusher
Valve Cooling, Electroplated Pistons, Duflex
Rear Springs, Triple-Sealed Hydraulic Brakes,
Safety Shift, Lifetime Oil Cleaner and scores
more—all of which add up to the greatest
money's worth in the industry.
"Pontiac also is the best looking car of the
year. That combination of Silver Screak front end
with ’Torpedo’ styled Fisher Body can’t bi
touched for beauty.
“If you’re thinking about a new car—-why not
see your Pontiac dealer today? Compare De Lttxe

PONTIAC
PRICES
BEGIN AT

FOR THE DE LUXB
"TORPEDO SIX
BUSINESS COUPE

*Dtlivtr»a e! Peetiac. Sutt tax, optieax! eqxipmnl, aceesserits—extra. Pricet ixtjecl la ebaate mthorn oottcr.

'Torpedo'*prices with the de luxe models of the
day. The Grange will serve a din
'lowest-priced three* and see how lew Pontiac
ner.
prices
really are!’*
Mr and Mrs. Irven Stone were
in Vinalhaven Friday to attend the
C. W. HOPKINS, INC.
funeral of Mrs. Stone's aunt, Mrs. j 12 BAYVIEW STREET,
•
.
_ ........
CAMDEN, MAINE

Blanche McElroy.

Issued

Tuesday
Thursday

than the average of the 4 other
largest-selling cigarettes tested — less than
any of them — according to independent
scientific tests of the smoke itself

This

Rockland. Fed. 11. to Mr. and Mrs. There will be a surprise in store
for everyone. A dance follows
The marriages for this period B. F. Smith, a son—Leon Mayo.
were:
Howard C. Moody of Thomaston

Rockland. Jan. 21, Ardrey Orff was admitted to the Bar.
and Gladys Marshall.
Mrs. Arthur Dutch. 70, died at
Rockland. Jan. 31. Harold L. Karl Vinalhaven.
and Wlnnifred C. Leighton.
Mrs. Margaret Smith, 46, died at
Rockport. Jan. 29, Herbert A. Car Vinalhaven.
ver and Edna BBryant.
Rev A. C. Hussey, former pastor
Thomaston. Feb. 2, Bernard A of the Warren Baptist Church, died
Robinson of St. George and Miss in Wells, aged 79 years.
Dora Hastings of Thomaston.
Isaac Benton Keene. 73. died In
Swan's Island. Jan. 15, C. C. Ames Rockville.
and Inez R. Row.
Mrs. Thomas W. Dunn. 81. died in
Swan’s Island. Jan. 1. Leroy Stan- Thomaston.
ley and Grace H. Davis of Long
The Rockport Social Club had
Island.
grown to a membership of 130. K
.New York. Feb. 2. Harold A. Hav
Rankin, 2d. was the president.
ener of Rockland and Madeline PArthur McDonald was elected
8nyder of New York.
president of the Thomaston High
Tenant’s Harbor, Feb. I, Thomas School Alumni Association.

quieted, Rev. Mr. Hanscom asked accidentally omitted

Our Grange Corner

• a a •

5.30 Lv. Swan’s Island,
•JO Lv. Stonington,

Every-Other-Dav
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TROOP NI
ONLY $25 MORE FOR AN
EIOHT M ANY MODEL

NAT101
THESPI
SOCIE
Rockland Hiq
prese:
AN EVENI ’

“THE COMI
«Ti

"NOT Ql

C. W. HOPKINS, INC.
712 MAIN STREET,

_..

ROCKLAND, MAINE

HIGH

FRU

CURTAIN 8.00 OUI

